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by Andrew Ashton

A $205,000 year-on-year median house 
price rise here could have something to do 
with landlords leaving the market to avoid 
new rental rules.

Latest data from the Real Estate 
Institute (REINZ) shows Gisborne once 
again has the nation’s fastest-rising prices.

It is also the only region to experience 
an uptick in listings.

“Median house prices in the Gisborne 
region increased 49.4 percent year-on-year 
in May 2021 to $620,000,” REINZ regional 
director Neville Falconer said.

That was up on the same time last year, 
when the median was $415,000, but down 
10.1 percent from last month’s record 
median of $690,000.

It was also the biggest percentage hike 
in New Zealand, well above the next 
highest of 38.6 percent in Manawatu.

“Listings for the region increased 
56.4 percent year-on-year in May 2021 
(with 57 sales), contributing to a 15 
percent increase in overall inventory for 
Gisborne — the only region in the country 
with an annual increase. 

“Pressure is starting to ease on the 
available stock levels as government 
restrictions have encouraged investors 
to take a step back and analyse their 
position a bit more, particularly in the 
mid-price ranges. 

“Gisborne again saw the highest levels 
of auctions across the country, with 50.9 
percent of all properties selling by auction 
in May 2021 — up from 45.5 percent in 

April 2021,” Mr Falconer said.
The top sale for the region was $2m.
Bayleys Gisborne director Simon 

Bousfield said the market was still “very 
strong”.

The 49 percent jump in median house 
price was reflective of a market effectively 
still catching up to the rest of country 
value-wise, he said.

“We are seeing a national buyer market 
that no longer holds reluctance to relocate 
to the regions. Gisborne has a number 
of very attractive attributes in work and 
lifestyle, making us among preferred 
regional destinations for those moving 
from the major centres, and still deemed 
very affordable. 

“This, along with very active local 
demand, continues to drive an active 

market. We are seeing the number of 
buyers across properties lessen to a degree 
as restrictions to obtain finance and the 
ability to compete at higher-value levels 
become more of a factor, although a still 
very healthy demand continues to hold 
values at a good level.”

NZ Property Investors Federation 
executive officer Sharon Cullwick said 
the increase in inventory here was “not 
surprising” given a range of government 
rules on investor properties, as well as 
the removal of the tax deductibility rules, 
“which we are calling a tenant tax”.

New government housing regulations 
mean there is now no interest deductions 
for residential rental property acquired on 
or after March 27 2021.

More houses for sale
Investors leaving market as new regulations loom

GREASE 
IS THE WORD

Too cool for school are the black leather-jacketed 
greasers known as the T-Birds in Centre Stage’s 
production of Grease which opens on Friday at 
the War Memorial Theatre. From left are Paul 
Hawaikirangi (who plays Sonny), Josh Lobb ( in the 
lead role of Danny Zuko), Simon Marino (Kenickie), 
Bjorn Ahman (Roger) and Michael Seymour (Doody). 
STORY ON PAGE 3  Picture supplied
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recruitment process and explain how the Level 3 Services Pathway programme at EIT  
will prepare you to succeed. 

WHEN: 5.00 - 7.00pm Wednesday, 16 June   |  WHERE: The Hub at EIT
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by Matai O’Connor

A CHILDHOOD dream of 
becoming a pilot is closer to 
reality for Gisborne Girls’ High 
School student Terina Maraki.

On Saturday, Terina got to sit 
in the cockpit for a return flight 
from Gisborne to Auckland with 
Captain Angela Swann-Cronin 
— the first Maori wahine to 
become a pilot in the Royal New 
Zealand Air Force.

“This was a real flight with 
passengers and I was the 
lucky one to be up front in the 
cockpit,” she said.

“It was an unreal experience 
that I will cherish for the rest 
of my life. Views were beautiful 
and amazing.

“It was as if I was floating on 
top of the clouds.”

This was the third aviation 
experience Terina has been a 
part of this year. 

She attended the RNZAF’s 
School to Skies programme 
—  an eight-day tech and 
aviation camp where 40 Year 
13 female students from across 
New Zealand converged on 
the RNZAF base at Ohakea 
to learn about STEM (science, 
technology, engineering and 
mathematics) careers in 
aviation.

The students got to plan a 
search and rescue operation 
and fly the course in an NH90 
helicopter, had a formal personal 
training session, learned about 
the recruitment process and 
RNZAF traditions, flew in an 
A109 helicopter simulator and 
met a range of people who had 
stories to share.

“It was such an inviting 
environment with like-minded 
people who all hope to one day 
have a STEM career.”

The chance to fly with 

Captain Swann-Cronin came 
about through a Facebook post 
from the pilot saying she was 
searching for a girl from the 
East Coast who was interested 
in STEM subjects and would 
want to go on a flight with her.

Terina responded and 
Captain Swann-Cronin told 
her about the Te Reo Maori fly-
in to commemorate the 60th 
anniversary of the Ruatoria 
Aero Club.

“There were people from all 
over New Zealand flying in on 
their planes to celebrate this 
special occasion.

“My soldier of a nan drove me 
the three hours from Gisborne to 
Ruatoria so I could meet Angela. 

“I was a little bit nervous but 
grateful to have been there. 

“A week or two later, I got an 
email from Angela saying that 
I had been chosen to go on this 
trip with her. 

“I was ecstatic and very 
grateful that Nan took me to the 
event.”

Terina’s career path is clearly 
destined for the skies.

“A pilot” has always been her 
reply when asked “what do you 
want to be when you grow up?”

Her three recent experiences 
have only intensified that 
passion.

“In my mind, I have always 
thought about how I will get 
there and not about the things 
that might pose as a barrier. 

“This way I know nothing will 
stop me.

“My determination to work 
hard and achieve my goals will 
thrive from this point onwards,” 
she said after Saturday’s taste of 
the cockpit.

“I will accomplish my dream, 
and I will do that with the 
support of my loving whanau 
and friends.”

IN THE COCKPIT: Terina Maraki in the cockpit with Captain 
Angela Swann-Cronin on a flight from Gisborne to Auckland. Terina 
described the experience as “unreal”.   Picture supplied

‘It was as if I was floating 
on top of the clouds’
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TOMORROW

• A Wairoa local who bought a powerful work by artist Joanna Tokona explains why he 

immediately loaned it to Hawke’s Bay Hospital.

• Cast as Tom Wingfi eld in Tennessee Williams’ semi-autobiographical play, Andrew Stevens 

talks about his role as narrator and character in the Evolution Theatre Company production.

• They’ve taken their protein pills and put their helmets on and now Ian Chapman & the 

Cosmic Jive Trio are headed for Gisborne to present David Bowie & the Art of Being 

Different.

FROM 
SCHOOL 
TO SKIES

TOP GUN TERINA: 
Gisborne Girls’ High 
student Terina Maraki 
(right) with student 
Molly Rose Bullock and 
RNZAF officer Kirsten 
Pearse at the School to 
Skies programme. 
 Picture supplied
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CUISINE from Pakistan, 
India, Bangladesh, Turkey, 
the Middle East, Fiji and New 
Zealand will be served in the 
Marina Park Rose Garden 
as part of a fundraiser for a 
community that has made 
Tairawhiti its home but often 
goes unnoticed.

A local resident’s garage has 
served as a venue for meetings, 
social events and prayer, but 
Gisborne Tairawhiti Muslim 
Association aims to establish 
its own community centre and 
is raising funds to realise that 
dream.

“There is no community 
centre for us here,” spokesman 
Mahmood Khan says. 

“We are looking for a suitable 

location, preferably in a central 
location with parking and good 
access.”

The Islamic centre will be a 
place in which Muslims can host 
community gatherings, offer 
prayers in congregation and 
represent their religious identity 
in the Tairawhiti region, Mr 
Khan says.

The centre will also help 
to provide education and 
other services for the Muslim 
community’s growing population 
in this region.

Among the inter-continental 
dishes at the Food Gala will be 
biryani (a sub-continent dish 
made of rice and chicken or red 
meat),  chickpea curry, lamb 
curry, chicken pilau, Fiji pilau, 

butter chicken, seafood chowder, 
luchi (a deep-fried flatbread 
from the Bengal region) and 
naan bread.  

Desserts will include 
patishapta (a dish similar 
to pancakes and common in 
Bangladesh and India), baklava 
(a layered filo pastry dish 
filled with chopped nuts, and 
sweetened with syrup or honey), 
jalebi, (a sweet snack comprised 
of deep-fried batter in pretzel 
shapes soaked in syrup,) and the 
creamy, coffee-flavoured Italian 
dessert tiramisu.

To enjoy cuisine from a variety 
of cultures and traditions at one 
place, head to the Marina Park 
Rose Garden on Saturday from 
midday to 2pm and gorge.

International flavours

by Matai O’Connor

THE band rotunda at the junction 
of the three rivers has been fenced off 
to keep walkway users safe while 120 
metres of revetment is replaced. 

The work is expected to take around 
two months to complete, Gisborne 
District Council 4 waters operations 
manager Chris Hopman said.

Three sections, totalling 120m, from 
in front of the rotunda to near the Peel 
Street Bridge will be replaced.

Mr Hopman said replacements had 
always been planned and budgeted 
for in the Long Term Plan. 

“An inspection and risk assessment 
was completed in June 2020 and the 
areas identified for replacement in the 
2020/21 financial year and beyond. The 
budget cost is $524,000.”

The revetment is made from timber 
piles supported by steel anchors into 
the bank. 

“Some timbers are rotten, especially 
at the low water line. Some anchors 
have failed and the piles have moved 

forwards towards the river.”
Sections of the timber piles, walings 

and capping beams will be replaced 
as well as new anchors, anchor piles, 
geotextile fabric and backfill. 

The H6 timber was ordered in 
December 2020 due to the length 
of time it takes to treat timber to a 
marine grade. 

“Different retaining options were 
investigated and the same design 
and materials were chosen, although 
strengthened and lengthened over 
previous designs,” Mr Hopman said. 

“One challenge with the job is the 
ability of the contractor to only work 
three hours either side of low tide. 
This must also coincide with daylight 
hours. 

“This is a requirement of the 
resource consent.” 

“This is part of a bigger plan as 
identified by the recent inspection and 
risk assessment,” he said.  

“A replacement plan of all 
revetments has been identified for the 
next 30 years.”

Set for work on revetment wall upgrade

FENCED OFF: Fences have been put up around the band rotunda at the three rivers junction to keep 
walkway users safe while revetment wall along the riverbank gets replaced.  Picture by Liam Clayton

BEHIND THE FOOD GALA: Tairawhiti Muslim Association spokesman Mahmood Khan (second from 
right) is pleased to announce the intercontinental Food Gala to be held in Gisborne on Saturday. He 
is pictured with Muslim community members (from left) Moyeenuddin Ahmad, Kanamik, Muhammad 
Wahid, Muhammad Adil, Muhammad Shamim, Muhammad Hanif and Fendi Jalalludin. Picture supplied

IN theatre the term “black 
week” refers to the long hours 
of the last few day and nights 
in the run-up to a show’s 
opening night. 

With opening night on 
Friday, Centre Stage’s 
production of Grease is in 
black week now. 

Director James Packman 
might have been too busy to 
sleep last night but he couldn’t 
be happier with how the rom-
com musical show has shaped 
up.

“After a year of preparation 
and planning, and rehearsals 
since February, Grease is 
ready to go. The cast have 
rehearsed extremely hard and 
are ready for an audience,” he 
says.

“The show looks great, 
and we had another surge in 
tickets yesterday — 150 sold 
in a day.”

Set in America in 1959, the 
romance between T-Bird gang 
leader Danny Zuko and the 
sweet new girl in town, Sandy 
Dumbrowski, is at the heart of 
the story. 

They had a secret romance 
in summer but now back at 
Rydell High School, peer-
pressure and cliquey-ness 
make their love a little more 
complicated.

Gisborne Centre Stage’s 
production of Grease opens on 
Friday at the War Memorial 
Theatre. Tickets are available 
from Ticketek and Gisborne 
iSite.

Chills multiplying 
in countdown
to opening night

For already-acquired 
properties, there will be 
a phase-out of interest 
deductions over four years.

In addition, as of July 1, all 
rentals must comply with the 
Healthy Homes Standards 
for heating, insulation, 
ventilation, moisture ingress 
and drainage, and draught-
stopping.

“I know for investors who 
have properties in lower socio-
economic areas it is often 
harder to remove tenants. 

“Investors are saying it’s 
just too hard, too costly and 
too risky to have tenants they 
know are going to stop paying 
the rent because they can’t 
remove them now.

“It’s a big effort to go 

through the Tenancy Tribunal 
and the Government seems to 
be wanting to have security of 
tenure for everyone. 

“My guess is many new 
listings would be in the 
rougher parts of town and I 
would say it’s landlords saying 
it’s just too hard and they are 
not prepared to take on the 
risks anymore.

“Healthy Homes is also 
coming up on July 1 and it 
costs between $5000 and 
$10,000 per house to get up to 
the Healthy Homes Standards. 
That starts on July 1 for any 
new tenancy (and by 2024 for 
existing tenants).”

Data from Tenancy Services 
also bears that out, with 2724 
active bonds registered in 
Gisborne in April, 66 fewer 
than the same time last year.

Landlords ‘not 
prepared to take 
on risks anymore’
FROM PAGE 1

Food gala fundraiser for Muslim Association
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FRESH career prospects, training 
opportunities and a better work/life balance 
are among the upsides for those working on 
the Waipaoa Flood Control Scheme upgrade.

The scheme comprises the upgrading 
of 64 kilometres of stopbanks to protect 
approximately 10,000 hectares of fertile 
floodplain land.

The existing stopbanks are being raised 
and widened to cater for a 100-year rain 
event — such as the flooding in Canterbury 
last month — and provide protection from 
the effects of climate change.

Last year, Gisborne District Council was 
awarded $7.5 million of funding support by 
Kanoa – Regional Economic Development 
and Investment Unit (previously known 
as the Provincial Development Unit) to 
accelerate the project delivery phase. 

Since then, local contractors Earthworks 
Solutions have employed seven new staff 
members to enable the accelerated work.

The team are quickly achieving project 
milestones and by the end of this month will 
have completed eight kilometres of stopbank 
upgrades on the eastern side of the Waipaoa 
River near Matawhero.

A total of 14km has been successfully 
upgraded by Earthworks Solutions since 
construction first started in February 2019.

Grader operator Luke Paipa joined the 
Earthworks Solutions crew in October last 
year after previously working in forestry and 
fly-in, fly-out jobs in Australia.

He loves the lifestyle the new job has 
offered back in his home town.

“This job has taken a lot of stress away 
from my family because I’m not working 
14-to-15-hour days anymore. 

“My wife and I have four boys at home so 
it’s good to not take work home with me, and 
now I get to spend the weekends with my 
family.”

Before working on the stopbanks, Luke 
had never sat in a tractor, let alone a state-of-
the-art grader like the one he operates.

“It’s been full on-the-job training and 
I’ve learned a lot,” he said. “Working on the 
grader is a good challenge. It’s the last step 
in the process of finishing the stopbanks and 
there’s a lot of responsibility to get it perfect.

“The graders work off a GPS (global 
positioning system) and the shaping is 
generated from 3D computer design. It’s 
not easy. There’s a lot to it and you learn by 
doing the work.”

Zach Destounis is another new recruit who 
has hit the ground running with on-the-job 
training. 

He used to drive tractors in the 

horticulture industry but says his latest role 
is a whole new ball game.

“Working with diggers, graders and 
scoops is new to me but it’s all good,” he 
said. “I was keen to start a new career path, 
learn new skills and the hours are good, too.

“I really enjoy the variety of the work and 
that I’m not stuck on the same machine all 
day. It’s challenging at times but good to use 
your brain.”

The scale of the project and sheer volume 
of excavation involved could make it quite 
repetitive work but the team’s programme is 
carefully managed so they get to switch it up.

“We swap the crew around to keep it 
interesting for them,” Earthworks Solutions 
project manager Ross McKeague said.

“They’re all taking turns using different 
machinery. It means the guys get to 
upskill and we can build the crew’s overall 
capability. 

“They’re doing a great job and have all 
been given permanent, full-time positions.”

The whole team are “super proud” of the 
bigger picture they’re contributing to, Luke 
said.

“When you’re up top looking down and 
you imagine a flood big enough to hit the 
stopbanks, it’s pretty scary. If that stopbank 
wasn’t there it would be a big worry.”

Counting benefits of upgrading 
64km of district’s stopbanks

MOVING THE EARTH: Council project engineer Joss Ruifrok (left) with Earthworks Solutions team members, from left, 
Nick Moore, Luke Paipa, Ross McKeague, Zach Destounis and Camryn Atkins.  Picture supplied

TE HAPARA School pupils have been 
given an extended swim season, thanks 
to a funding boost. 

New Zealand Community Trust 
awarded the school a grant of $12,483 
towards the cost of a new pool cover. 

“This will not only effectively extend 
the length of the entire swimming 
season, but also enable completion 
of the upgrade of the swimming pool 
area,” school board member and school 
librarian Anna Chatfield said.

 “We are a small school with about 
500 students. Many of them are already 

avid water enthusiasts but they still 
require tuition in general water safety. 
As a low-decile school whose whanau 
do not have the funds for private 
swimming lessons, the longer we can 
extend our swimming season, the more 
our children will gain confidence and 
the necessary skills to be able to swim 
safely.

 “Te Hapara School is a place of 
learning and soaring for excellence 
where our tamariki are taught to care 
about others and their environment. 

“We are committed to improving 

outcomes for all tamariki and 
encouraging them to find their own 
excellence. 

So it is with thanks that Te Hapara 
School acknowledges NZCT funding to 
purchase a pool cover.

 “The ability to swim and to provide 
our tamariki with the skills to be 
safe around water safely is one of the 
expectations of our school. Our pool 
can now be open for longer to extend 
the season for tamariki and whanau, 
while taking advantage of the beautiful 
Gisborne climate.”

Grant for pool cover
NO emissions inventory will be 

completed for the Gisborne region this 
year, Gisborne District Council chief of 
strategy and science Jo Noble says.

“We will look to undertake another 
inventory, but not an annual basis, more 
likely to be every 3-5 years. 

“Our current focus is on regional 
emissions reduction planning, a joint 
GDC and Trust Tairawhiti action in the 
Tairawhiti Economic Action Plan. This 
work will inform how often we undertake 
future regional emission inventories,” Ms 
Noble said.

“We have also just finalised our 
organisational emissions inventory. This 
will be reported to Sustainable Tairawhiti 
in August.”

GDC stretches out 
emissions inventory

THE waiting time for a driver to sit their 
class 1 restricted test in Gisborne was one 
day, as of Monday this week, says Waka 
Kotahi NZ Transport Agency. 

For a full test the wait time was zero 
days. 

The agency was responding to a story in 
the Gisborne Herald which said Gisborne 
had the third longest wait in the country to 
sit the practical driving test.

One 18-year-old Gisborne woman who 
failed her driving test three times had to 
wait two to three months before each new 
test.

Waka Kotahi senior manager systems 
integrity Hayley Evans said the new 
figures from the past week were a result of 
VTNZ and Waka Kotahi working together 
to increase capacity for the Gisborne 
region.

“A full-time driver testing officer is now 
in place in the region. 

“Nationally, the average wait times sit at 
47 days for a restricted test, and 42 days 
for a full test.

“These figures change from day to day as 
booking times become available,” she said.

Drop in wait times 
for driver testing

MICHAEL a n d
Bridget Parker, with
David and Barbara
Sarginson, are thrilled
to announce the engage-
ment of Clare Bridget
Parker to Ben David
Sarginson, at Broad-
lands on 8.6.2021.
Congratulations!

GRAY, Grace
McDonald. — Passed
peacefully, on 14th June
2021, in her 93rd year.
Beloved wife of the late
Thomas. A much-loved
Aunt to Anne, Linda,
Robert, Michael, Paul
and Christine (dec).
   As per Grace’s
wishes, a service will be
held at Evans Chapel,
Ormond Road at 11am
on Monday, 21st June,
followed by private
cremation. Many thanks
to staff at Dunblane.
- Evans Funeral
Services Ltd. FDANZ
www.evansfuneral.co.nz

FINDSON, Meril Eve.
— 4.11.1949 -
15.6.2021. After a long
battle. Dearly loved
wife of Kevin
(Schnider). Mother of
Karl, and grandmother
of Brittney. Sister of
Geoffrey (dec) and
Alison Hutchins, Gail
and John (dec) Taylor,
and Denise Hutchins.
Loved Aunt to all her
nieces and nephews and
their families.
   Meril’s funeral
service will be held at
Evans Chapel, Ormond
Road at 1.30pm on
Saturday 19th June
followed by private
cremation.
In lieu of flowers, it
was Meril’s wish that
donations be made to
Dialysis Tairawhiti
Fund (SDV) and may
be sent C/- PO Box
877, Gisborne 4040.
- Evans Funeral
Services Ltd FDANZ
www.evansfuneral.co.nz

FAMILY NOTICES
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Monumental
Masons
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Te Hapara School to enjoy longer swim season
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MONTHS of knitting triangles have paid 
off for Hospice Tairawhiti Shop manager 
Brenda Kinder. 

She has sewn the 250 woollen shapes into 
a cozy blanket, backed it with polar fleece 
and is raffling it off for Hospice Tairawhiti. 

So far she has raised $500 for the charity, 
with still time to raise more.

The raffle will be drawn on June 28.
“It took months to knit,” she said. 

“Everything is hand-made and I work full-
time so I can only knit in the evenings and 
weekends.

“This is probably the fifth one I have 
knitted. Normally, I give them away but this 

time I’m raffling it off to raise money for 
Hospice Tairawhiti.

“The wool alone is probably worth about 
$250, and that’s not including the polar 
fleece and the time that goes into putting it 
together.”

All the wool was donated by More Than 
Fabric, in Ballance Street.

“That’s fantastic, especially in these 
times, giving away $250 worth of wool is 
pretty awesome.”

Tickets for the raffle can be bought from 
the Hospice Tairawhiti shop in Peel St, the 
Hospice Tairawhiti office, or More Than 
Fabric.

Triangles in a square 
make a cosy blanket 

WOOLLY GIFT: Hospice Tairawhiti Shop manager Brenda Kinder.  
 Picture by Liam Clayton

by Murray Robertson

WAIKANAE surf lifeguard Ana 
Naden has been selected for the Surf 
Life Saving New Zealand (SLSNZ) 
leadership programme Leaders for 
Life, designed to enhance the ability 
of current and emerging leaders in 
the movement.

A record number of applications 
for the year-long programme were 
received this year.

“We have chosen 16 lifeguards 
from across the country for it due 
to the high number of quality 
applicants,” said SLSNZ education 
development lead Belinda Slement of 
Gisborne.

“I’m really excited about this 
year’s programme structure and the 
group of selected candidates.

“It was a tough process to select 
only 15 from the 46 applications we 
received, hence the increase to 16.

“It just shows how highly valued 
the BP Leaders for Life programme 
is,” Mrs Slement said.

“We had some outstanding 
applicants this year and we are 
looking forward to rolling out our 
first workshop in July.”

It is much more than just a 
leadership programme, she says.

“We’ve seen how the benefits 
extend beyond the individual 
participant into their clubs and 
the local community, and we look 
forward to seeing that benefit 
continue for this year’s candidates.”

The programme was created in 
2012 as part of a national strategy to 
support a wide range of development 
activity for members right across the 
surf life saving community.

The workshops will be held over 
the weekend of July 9-11, in the Bay 
of Plenty. Four other workshops will 
follow, at different locations around 
the country. The final session will be 
in May next year. 

Twenty-seven-year old Ana 
Naden is a physiotherapist at 
Gisborne Hospital. She was the only 
Gisborne lifeguard selected for the 
programme. 

“Ana was an outstanding 
applicant,” Mrs Slement said.

“She has a real drive and 
enthusiasm, and is particularly 
keen to inspire more women into 

lifesaving, and give back to her 
community and club.”

Ana said it felt good to be named 
for the programme. 

“It’s a wonderful opportunity to be 
named from Gizzy, and it’s exciting 
to see what will happen over the 
next 12 months.”

She has been a lifeguard with 
Kaiaponi Farms Waikanae since she 
was 14.

“I look forward to the opportunity 
to improve my leadership skills, and 
to create relationships with other 
lifeguards from across the  country,” 
Ana said.

“Hopefully I will be able to 
give back the skills I learn to my 
clubmates and the community.”

‘Real drive’ 
to give back

WINNER: Ana Naden pictured at the 
Waikanae Surf Life Saving Club’s 
annual awards where she was 
recognised for her attitude to IRB 
racing. 

File picture

CHOSEN: Kaiaponi Farms Waikanae surf lifeguard Ana Naden, pictured 
above racing in the IRB last summer, has been selected for the Surf Life 
Saving NZ Leaders for Life programme. In the boat with Ana are Britta 
Carroll and Oliver Shivnan.                              Picture by Paul Rickard
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Confidence with a smile



AUCKLAND — Prime Minister 
Jacinda Ardern has reiterated the 
Government still wants New Zealand to 
host the next America’s Cup, amid signs 
the defence is heading overseas.

No final decision has been made about 
where the next America’s Cup will be 
held — but it is highly unlikely that it 
will be in New Zealand.

“Our view is that we want it to be 
hosted here,” Ardern told Radio Hauraki 
this morning.

“We have put our best foot forward but 
there are limits to what we can do,” she 
said.

“Because this is ultimately taxpayer-
funding, it has got to be of a benefit to 
New Zealand.”

Ardern said there was therefore a point 
where one could not justify the amount of 
money going in.

“Now it is in their court — that’s how 
I see it.”

Speaking to The Hits, Ardern noted 
that there had not been a time when 
New Zealand had held the Cup and not 
hosted it.

It also emerged this morning that a 
surprise overseas venue had been tipped 
to bid for the 2024 America’s Cup.

The Irish city of Cork is reportedly 
eyeing America’s Cup hosting rights for 
the 2024 event.

The Irish Examiner reports that Cork 
is lining up a bid for the event, while 
the Isle of Wight, China, Saudi Arabia, 
Valencia and Dubai have also been tipped 
as possible locations.

Team New Zealand CEO Grant Dalton 
on Tuesday night told more than 400 
members of the Royal New Zealand Yacht 
Squadron (RNZYS) that it was extremely 
unlikely that an agreement with the 
Government to stage the next event on 
Kiwi waters would be reached, after more 

than three months of negotiations had 
failed.

The Kiwi syndicate retained the Auld 
Mug by beating Italian outfit Luna Rossa 
in the Cup Match in March.

Four-time America’s Cup winner Brad 
Butterworth was at last night’s meeting 
and told Newstalk ZB’s Mike Hosking 
this morning that Team NZ was in a 
“tough position”.

He stressed that Dalton had said a 
final decision on the next venue had yet 
to be made.

Butterworth said it was a tough 
climate for Dalton. “His problem is he’s 
got to put a budget together that he can 
do a reasonable job to try to defend it,” 
he said.

“I think New Zealand deserves to have 
the Cup here, that’s the prize when you 
win it.”

If Dalton was to put his cards on the 
table and explain why it couldn’t be 
in New Zealand, Butterworth thought 
people would understand.

“The yacht club is in a tough position, 
sitting there as the trustee of the club. 
They want to try to do a good job of 
defending it and they would rather do it 
here.

“Everybody would rather do it here. 
He’s just in a tough spot.”

Negotiators appointed by the Crown 
have been trying to thrash out a deal 
with Team New Zealand. As first 
reported by The New Zealand Herald 
earlier this month, an offer worth around 
$100 million from the Government and 
Auckland Council to keep the Cup in 
New Zealand was rejected by Team NZ.

The Herald understands they wanted 
a package worth more than $200m. The 
three-month exclusive negotiation period 
with the Government ends on Thursday. 
 — NZ Herald

SAILING AWAY?
America’s Cup unlikely to remain in NZ

HEADING 
OVERSEAS: 
Even though a 
final decision is 
yet to be made 
on the venue 
for the next 
America’s Cup, it 
it highly unlikely 
the 2024 event 
will be held in 
New Zealand. 
 NZ Herald picture

by Liu Chen, RNZ

WELLINGTON — More New Zealanders are 
viewing China as a threat rather than a friend 
for the first time, a new survey suggests.

New Zealanders also reported feeling 
closer to many Asian nations than before and 
showing an interest in them.

The findings are part of Asia New 
Zealand Foundation’s annual survey — New 
Zealanders’ Perceptions of Asia and Asian 
Peoples (2020) — which has been running for 
more than 20 years.

There was a drop in people who viewed 
China as friendly, from 40 percent in 2019 to 
31 percent, while those who saw China as a 
threat increased, from 21 percent in 2019 to 
35 percent.

Victoria University of Wellington’s New 
Zealand Contemporary China Research 
Centre director Jason Young believed issues 
on Hong Kong, Uyghurs, the South China Sea, 
how China handled the Covid-19 outbreak, 
and the deteriorating relationship between 
China and the United States all played a part.

He said the growing threat perception was 
concerning, and more work needed to be 
done to find out why the shift had occurred 
and try to address those issues.

“I think that if that trend continues, then 
that would likely have a detrimental impact on 
the bilateral relationship and New Zealand’s 
ability to achieve security and prosperity in 
the region.”

Respondents said they believed China’s 
was a key relationship that New Zealand 
should put extra efforts into building.

Young agreed, saying the Government 
and business community had been working 
to build ties, but more needed to be done to 
enhance understanding about China, socially 
and academically.

“We are still very far away from where we 

should be in terms of the type of courses and 
understandings and knowledge that we have 
of such a large and important country.”

The report found more people view South 
Korea, Thailand, Philippines, India, Vietnam, 
and Indonesia as friendly compared to 
previous years.

It also found New Zealanders connected 
with Asia through a range of interests, 
including increasingly through music, art, 
literature, languages, politics, history and 
current affairs. Maori respondents also felt a 
sense of cultural connection with Asia and 
had an interest in learning more.

Race relations commissioner Meng Foon 
said this year’s report reflected a better 
understanding of Asia, and encouraged more 
positive exchanges.

“More particularly, I’m heartened by 
how Maori feel about Asian people in 
terms of the relationship concepts and 
whakawhanaungatanga,” Foon said.

“Building good relationships with any 
country is good. We have a big influence in 
how we relate to each other. I think world 
harmony and world peace is important.”

Asia New Zealand Foundation executive 
director Simon Draper said in early surveys 
in the mid ‘90s, New Zealanders generally 
viewed Asia as distant and irrelevant, but 
things had changed.

“New Zealanders are saying they see 
themselves as part of Asia, that Asia touches 
their lives in a way that it didn’t when the 
survey started over 20 years ago.”

Draper said it was positive that New 
Zealanders had an appetite for learning more 
about Asian countries.

The survey also showed less of a positive 
sentiment towards the United States, which 
both Young and Foon say might be due to the 
Trump administration and New Zealanders’ 
general discomfort with a superpower.

Changing attitudes towards Asia
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by Eleisha Foon, RNZ

CHRISTCHURCH — Members of New 
Zealand’s Muslim community walked out 
of the anti-terrorism hui over “insensitive” 
comments on the Israel-Palestine conflict 
by a Jewish community representative.

The country’s first hui on Countering 
Terrorism and Violent Extremism in 
Otautahi Christchurch involved experts 
discussing the evolution of terrorism risk 
in New Zealand, online extremism, the 
role of media, and the consequences of 
hate.

The walkout happened yesterday 
during a panel addressing the causes 
of terrorism after a comment from NZ 
Jewish Council spokesperson Juliet Moses 
about the Israel-Palestine conflict sparked 
a commotion.

Moses had told the crowd that leaders 
should be consistent in condemning 
terrorism.

“We need to hear leaders condemn all 
support for terrorism and all terrorism 
equally whatever the source, target, and 
circumstances, and even when it is not 
politically expedient to do so.

“Hezbollah and Hamas, their military 
wings are proscribed terror organisations 
in New Zealand but we saw a rally in 
support of Hezbollah on Queen Street in 
2018.”

Her remarks caused a strong response 
from members of the Muslim community 
including victims of the Christchurch 
mosque attacks, as people shouted, “Free 
Palestine”.

Federation of the Islamic Associations 
of New Zealand (FIANZ) chair Abdur 

Razzaq said the hui was about “discussing 
social cohesion . . . we came here to 
discuss ways to peace”.

“There are lots of things out there that 
divide us, let us have some wisdom and 
prioritise what unites us first.”

He said it was “inappropriate” to 
discuss issues “that divide us” and was 
not the tikanga way.

After the panel had finished, the hui 
organisers gave those in attendance a 
chance to respond to the comments which 
included a remark from Rashid Omar 
whose son Tariq died in the March 15 
mosque attacks.

Moses said she was only “stating fact” 
and did not believe her comments were 
controversial and she was referring to the 
2018 march, not the one that happened in 
Auckland this year.

Hui marred by 
mass walkout

STRONG RESPONSE: The crowd walked 
off after Jewish Council spokesperson 
Juliet Moses’ comment on Hezbollah. 
 Picture supplied
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by Ella Stewart, RNZ

WHITIANGA — An investigation has 
been launched into whether mysterious 
plastic beads that have appeared 
scattered across Tairua Beach could be 
from the wreck of the Rena, which sank 
almost 10 years ago.

It follows a big community effort over 
the weekend to clean up the small plastic 
balls, which have also been found in the 
stomach of fish caught in the area.

If they are found to have come from 
the Rena, it will unlock funds set aside to 
deal with the disaster and a clean-up will 
need to be organised by the managers of 
the wreck.

But it is not clear whether pockets of 
Rena debris remain buried beneath the 
sand, at risk of being dislodged in future 
storms.

In October 2011, the MV Rena ran 
aground on the Astrolabe Reef about 
12 nautical miles off Tauranga, resulting 
in the worst maritime environmental 
disaster in New Zealand’s history.

As well as thousands of tonnes of 
oil, dozens of containers were washed 
overboard and some of their contents 
spilled into the Bay of Plenty.

Almost all the debris was accounted 
for in the massive clean-up operation, 
but some were lost to the sea.

Tairua resident Helinor Stead believed 
the thousands of plastic beads she 
found as she walked along the beach 
last week was some of that unaccounted-
for rubbish, which has found its way to 
shore after 10 years.

In the years following the Rena 
disaster, coastlines were plagued by 
similar plastic beads, and Stead and 

other locals believed these were the 
same ones.

“One of the locals told me that a fish 
that he had caught recently was filled 
with these beads.”

Unable to clear all of the beads on the 
beach herself, Stead posted on her local 
community Facebook page to get some 
reinforcements.

About 70 volunteers armed with 
shovels, bags and sieves showed up.

“It was mostly families with young 
kids. Everyone was down on their hands 
and knees with colanders and sieves and 
buckets, just picking up as many of these 
beads as we possibly could.”

“It was completely overwhelming. We 
could have spent all day down there and 
I don’t think it would have made a visible 
difference.”

And now she said other people had 
reached out saying the plastic beads, 
which did not pose a risk to the public 
or wildlife, had been found on other 
beaches up and down the coast.

Des Watson has been travelling to 
different beaches around New Zealand 
for the past two years collecting as much 
rubbish as he can.

Watson, who has spent the past three 
weeks on Waihi Beach, said the recent 
king tide washed out a lot of sand dunes 
and revealed rubbish and debris beneath.

“Over the course of 10-15 years 
those dunes have been building up 
and whatever rubbish has been getting 
captured in those dunes got washed 
out.”

Watson, who has visited about 500 
beaches in the past two years, said he 
had seen these plastic pellets throughout 
New Zealand, but added that they could 

not all be attributed to the MV Rena 
disaster.

Whitianga Coastguard operations 
manager Graham Caddy said a large 
storm a couple of weeks ago caused big 
shifts to the sands on the seabed.

“A huge amount of sand was shifted 
within the Tairua Harbour so the Tairua 
bar has been affected and a great deal 
of the river mouth in Tairua and Pauanui 
sides.”

The Astrolabe Community Trust was 
set up to monitor, manage and mitigate 
any future issues relating to the Rena 
wreck.

The trust, which is funded by the 
Rena’s insurer, would not be interviewed 
but in a statement said that big storms 
would continue to uncover any remaining 
beads from the Rena.

It said there were significant swells 
two weeks ago.

“The Astrolabe Community Trust 
is the holder of the consent and has 
responsibility for responding to any 
debris sighting, including beads.”

A person from the trust will travel 
to Tairua and meet with the local team 
leader to help put together any further 
clean-up required this week.

In a statement, Maritime New Zealand 
said its understanding was that all cargo 
from the Rena was removed from the 
wreckage prior to the ship being “sunk” 
as a diving wreck.

It was not aware of any recent reports 
from other vessels which lost cargo 
consistent with the plastic beads.

Maritime New Zealand said regional 
councils would continue to undertake 
investigations into items which wash up 
on the shore.

Plastic bead mystery

MARITIME DISASTER: 
Masses of small plastic beads 
have been found on Tairua 
Beach and the locals believe 
they may be debris from the 
MV Rena that ran aground in 
2011.  NZ Herald pictures

Rena shipwreck suspected to be behind pollution

DUNEDIN — A 
community board member’s 
report complaining about 
use of te reo Maori at a local 
government conference has 
been deemed unacceptable 
by the Dunedin City 
Council.

Brian Peat, of the Mosgiel 
Taieri Community Board, 
referred to “a young Maori 
chap” talking in te reo for 
at least 20 minutes without 
translation into English, 
but his recollection has been 
challenged by one of the 
conference organisers.

Peat has called for 
all Maori content to be 
translated.

His rejected report 
included the claim New 
Zealand’s first language 
was English and that 
the community boards’ 
conference content “seemed 
somewhat slanted” on 
two subjects — Maori and 
climate change.

Peat asked for his report 
to be included in the 
community board’s agenda, 
but Dunedin City Council 

chief executive Sandy 
Graham said this would 
have been inappropriate.

Its contents were not 
consistent with the council’s 
partnership obligations 
under the Treaty of 
Waitangi, she said.

“The board member is 
entitled to his views, but 
as chief executive I must 
also manage the council’s 
relationship with mana 
whenua as our Treaty 
partners,” Graham said.

“Put simply, I was not 
prepared to allow the report 
to form part of the council’s 
official record.

“That would have given it 
a status and mana it did not 
deserve.”

Graham took issue with 
Peat’s comment that English 
was New Zealand’s first 
language, pointing out the 
nation had three official 
languages — New Zealand 
Sign Language, Maori and 
English.

Peat said he meant 
English was the dominant 
language. — ODT

Council rejects te reo complaint
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by Chris Keall, NZ Herald

AUCKLAND — Rocket Lab has been 
awarded a contract to design two Photon 
spacecraft for a scientific mission to 
Mars.

The “Escapade” (Escape and Plasma 
Acceleration and Dynamics Explorers) 
mission, led by the University of 
California, Berkeley, will see two Photons 
blast off for the Red Planet aboard a 
Nasa-provided rocket in 2024.

Rocket Lab first launched a Photon 
— its first in-house-designed and built 
spacecraft — in September last year. 
The Photon has a “Leo configuration” for 
guiding payloads into the right position 
in low-Earth orbit and an “interplanetary 
configuration”.

Following an 11-month interplanetary 

cruise, twin Photons, named Blue and 
Gold, will orbit the Red Planet. Using 
their dual viewpoint, they will then 
explore how the solar wind strips 
atmosphere away from Mars — allowing 
for a better understanding of how its 
climate has changed over time.

Escapade becomes the third 
interplanetary mission in Rocket Lab’s 
pipeline. 

The Kiwi-American company is due 
to ferry a Nasa satellite into lunar orbit 
later this year (as part of the buildup 
to the American space agency’s plan 
to return humans to the moon by mid-
decade). 

And Rocket Lab is planning to send 
a Photon to Venus by 2023 as part of a 
privately-funded passion project driven 
by founder and CEO Peter Beck. The 

Venus probe will hunt for signs of life in 
the clouds, where phosphine (a byproduct 
of elementary life) was recently detected 
by astronomers in the UK.

Rocket Lab comms director Morgan 
Bailey said the Kiwi-American company 
can’t put a price on the Mars contract 
right now, but will reveal it once the 
project reaches the build stage — the 
timing of which is subject to a Nasa 
design review in July.

Today’s news is a pep-up for Rocket 
Lab after something of a mentsis 
horribilis that saw it lose an Electron 
Rocket on May 15 and, later that month, 
ordered to pay an engineer $100,000 for 
unjustified dismissal before running into 
flak over keeping its $2.85 million Covid 
wage subsidy in what turned out to be a 
profitable period.

A Companies Office filing says the 
Kiwi-American company’s New Zealand 
operation made a $1.1 million profit for 
the year to December 31, 2020 (versus 
a $32,000 loss in 2019) as the pandemic 
kept revenue flat at $90 million.

“The detail published by the 
Companies Office is New Zealand-only,” 
Bailey said.

Rocket Lab — which is set to list 
on the Nasdaq with a US$4.1 billion 
valuation — is projecting US$1.6 billion 
in annual revenue by 2027, with its 
much larger Neutron rocket driving an 
earnings surge from its first launch in 
2024.

On May 24, the company quietly 
pushed out its US listing timeframe 
from expected by June 30 to expected by 
September 30.

Rocket Lab wins contract for Mars mission

WELLINGTON — Leader Fisher & Paykel 
Healthcare rebounded more than 5 percent on 
the New Zealand sharemarket after a competitor, 
Dutch multi-national Philips, said it was recalling 
up to four million sleep apnea machines and 
ventilators because of health risks.

Fisher & Paykel surged $1.62 or 5.56 percent 
to $30.75 on trade worth $61.21 million, and 
drove the S&P/NZX 50 Index to a big gain of 
134.21 points or 1.07 percent to 12,696.39 — 
its highest close for five weeks. There were 
76 gainers and 60 decliners over the market, 
with 172.22m shares worth $649.29m changing 
hands.

Trading was boosted in the last half hour with 
the crossing of 86.02m units worth $234.92m in 
the Smartshares NZG exchange traded fund.

Fisher & Paykel, and its Australian medical 

devices counterpart ResMed, made the most 
of Philips’ difficulties. The Dutch company 
was recalling three to four million breathing 
devices and ventilators because of a foam part 
that might degrade and become toxic, or carry 
cancer risks.

Philips fell 4.16 percent to 44.45 euros 
($NZ75.34) overnight, and ResMed Inc was up 
7.2 percent to $A30.42 ($NZ32.78) on the ASX 
market at 5.40pm. At the same time, the S&P/
ASX 200 Index, at new peaks, had risen 0.97 
percent to 7382.9 points.

Dan Stratful, investment adviser with Forsyth 
Barr, said Fisher & Paykel could score extra 
sales in the months ahead, and “we’ll see how 
they can take advantage of a competitor’s 
hiccup”. Stratful said overall the local market 
was buoyant. It had a double sell-off in March 

and then in May and was now recovering.
On Wall Street, the technology-driven Nasdaq 

Composite hit an all-time high, rising 104 points 
or 0.74 percent to 14,174.14 (previous 14,138.78 
on April 26).

At home, global marketer a2 Milk rose 27c or 
4.29 percent to $6.56. Synlait was up 11c or 3.15 
percent to $3.60.

The retirement village stocks came alive. 
Ryman Healthcare was up 14c to $13.19, 
Summerset Group Holdings rose 16c to $13.15, 
Arvida gained 4c or 2.16 percent to $1.89, and 
Oceania Healthcare increased 3c or 2.01 percent 
to $1.52.

Freightways rose 22c or 1.8 percent to $12.44; 
Mainfreight collected 66c to $74.95; Auckland 
International Airport increased 10c to $7.53; 
Infratil picked up 11c to $7.71; Vista Group 
gained 4c or 1.7 percent to $2.39; Gentrack was 
up 5c or 2.38 percent to $2.15; and EROAD rose 
11c or 1.89 percent to $5.94.

Enprise, an investment vehicle for high-
growth tech companies, surged 25c or 11.11 
percent to $2.50. NZ King Salmon Investments 
rose 5c or 3.31 percent to $1.56; Evolve 
Education gained 3c or 3.45 percent to 90c; and 
The City of London Investment Trust was up 20c 
or 3.23percent to $8.

Chorus fell 14c or 2.12 percent to $6.46; Port 
of Tauranga shed 16c or 2.15 percent to $7.29; 
Napier Port was down 6c to $3.48; SkyCity 
Entertainment declined 5c to $3.54; Heartland 
Group Holdings retreated 4c or 1.91 percent 
to $2.05; and Sanford decreased 10c or 1.98 
percent to $4.95.

Investore Property has sold one of its 
buildings tenanted by The Warehouse in 
Dunedin for $10.2m, an 8.5 percent premium to 
the book value. 

The Warehouse did not want to renew its 
lease after July 31, and Investore’s share price 
slipped 1c to $2.09. — NZ Herald

SHAREMARKET YESTERDAY

by Nicholas Pointon, RNZ

WELLINGTON — A digital revolution 
is transforming the investment scene but 
throwing up issues of security.

A survey of 2000 investors by the Financial 
Services Council (FSC), which represents 
insurers and investment managers, shows 16.7 
percent of respondents use online investment 
platforms to invest, and a further 21.5 percent 
said they planned to use them in the future.

FSC chief executive Richard Klipin said 
the speed of the change was nothing short of 
incredible.

“That is about 1.5 million Kiwis and 
reflects a transformational shift in how we are 
choosing to invest our money.”

More than 40 percent of respondents said 
they used platforms such as Sharesies or 
Hatch to invest because they thought it was a 
good way to grow their money.

A similar number said they were attracted to 
the platforms because they were easy to use 
and about a third saw them as a great way to 
improve their financial knowledge.

Their use was most popular among males 
under the age of 40.

Trustees Executors chief executive Ryan 
Bessemer said he was encouraged to see new 
technology make investing more accessible for 
people.

However, he said the same level of rigour 
and protection should be applied to these 
emerging products, as they are for KiwiSaver 
or managed funds.

The report highlighted that New Zealanders 
of all ages and genders appeared to be 
digitally literate when it came to mainstream 
financial services.

However, with increased use of technology 
was rising concern about cyber security.

“Eighty percent are concerned about online 
privacy, and after a number of high-profile 
cyber attacks and ransomware attacks, it is 
understandable and encouraging that many 
are wary about the privacy of their personal 
information and their finances when using 
online platforms,” Klipin said.

Growth in online 
investing highlights 
cyber security risks

by Harry Lock, RNZ

WELLINGTON — The Infrastructure 
Commission says construction projects 
will still be delivered, but the real 
question is over what time period.

Concerns have been raised over the 
viability of some plans, due to a severe 
shortage of workers the construction 
industry is currently facing.

In Wellington, where the shortage is 
among the most critical, it is forecasted 
140 percent more workers will be needed 
this year alone to complete the pipeline 
of work scheduled.

The data comes from the recently 
launched Workforce Information 
Platform (WIP), which has been headed 
by the Building and Construction 
Industry Training Organisation 
(BCITO).

Some said it would mean a number 
of projects just never get off the ground, 
but Infrastructure Commission chief 
executive Ross Copland disagreed.

“The programme will be delivered, 
the investment programme is always 
deliverable,” he said. “The question is 
over what period of time.”

Crucial for moving forward, he argued, 
would be an understanding of the 
existing capacities of various industries, 
and planning a pipeline of projects 
which consider the capacity.

“What is the gap between what 
infrastructure providers would like to 
deliver, and what we know that the 
market has historically delivered?

“That gap speaks to the challenge 
the infrastructure strategy needs to 
address.”

He said it was important there was 
a sustained rate of investment, which 
would allow construction firms to scale 
up to meet the challenge.

“What we need to do is create a 

sustained, steady rate of growth in 
the delivery of these different sectors, 
so we don’t get these huge bulges of 
investment that are brought about by an 
urgency or a sudden need to address a 
backlog of built-up demand.

“That allows firms, the education 
sector, workers and young people to see 
that pathway as a career and start to 
plan for that.”

Data from WIP showed in 2017 more 
than 40,000 people who entered into the 
industry came from different careers, 
while 13,500 were graduates.

Copland said there was enough people 
to be able to meet the workforce demand 
— the problem was making the most of 
it.

“There is a supply chain of ready-to-

work skilled people, who if appropriately 
trained, can come in and fill these roles.

“But some of the challenges is we need 
to develop an industry that has that 
consistent flow of work.

“The question is can we build a 
compelling case for people to join the 
building and construction industry 
knowing that is a career for life?”

Part of problem short-term is that 
while the border has been closed, there 
has not been the same level of migrants 
joining the industry. 

In 2017, more than 8000 migrants 
joined the industry.

But Copland said the industry also 
faced a challenge when convincing 
people to stay in New Zealand, with 
wages more attractive in Australia.

Commission confident 
despite labour shortage

PIPELINE OF WORK: Across the entire country, it is estimated an extra 65,000 
construction workers are needed.  NZ Herald picture
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Re: Forces of nature are 
interlaced, June 19 column.

Bob, the fossil-fuel content 
of your jacket and your 
decision to forego purchasing 
and/or wearing it, is very 
pertinent to your points.

Whether your “facts” are 
scientifically provable or not, 
is a completely moot point if 
the “immediate and radical 
action to reduce fossil-fuel 
emissions and other human-
produced greenhouse gases” 
is not adopted, at least by 
those making the claims.

Time and again we witness 
the hypocrisy of the climate 
fearmongers demanding the 
same action as yourself.

– A climate symposium 
attended by delegates from 
around the globe, arrived at 
by way of private jet . . .  
whatever happened to 
Skype??

– The highest dollar-for-
dollar air travel expenditure 
consistently recorded for the 
Green Party.

– School strike for climate 
change protesters, dropped to 
and picked up from venues 
by way of parents’ oversized 
SUVs, after which, their 
virtue sufficiently signalled 
by way of dirty-mined smart 
phone technology.

And the list goes on, but 
you get the picture.

One thing you could try, 
which is not so radical but no 
less immediate, is a symbolic 
removal of the jacket.

Take off the jacket Bob, go 
on . . . get radical.

RICHARD WHITLEY

To take off my synthetic jacket to 
get radical would never be enough.

I live in a cladded house 
topped with a corrugated iron 
manufactured from fossil-fuel 
components.

Need I shed those coverings as 
well to meet Richard’s required 
non-hypocritical standards?

Like Richard and every other 
civilised human on the planet, I’m 
stuck in a fossil-fuel age.

I live as low a carbon lifestyle 
as I can, and am aware I’m guilty 
of contributing to environmental 
damage and have admitted that 
here more than once.

I believe the many IPCC alerts, 
I believe the New Zealand Climate 
Change Commission’s report 
“Urgent action needed to reduce 
the impact of climate change”, 
I believe David Attenborough’s 
words “we are facing a man-made 
disaster” and need to get back on 
track.

Richard Whitley, do you believe 

these warnings? Do you have any 
evidence to fault my list?

BOB HUGHES

Hi Bob, once again you 
demand, demand, demand 
that the population follows 
your example, for which you 
give scant if any evidence. 

You ask for disproval of 
your feeble evidence, ask 
questions instead of offering 
advice, demand that people 
support your call that we 
are all doomed, but offer 
no alternative that could 
possibly save us all. Nothing. 

So to you, Mr Hughes, 
salvation is calling; shift to 
Auckland, join that false 
Bishop Tamaki, put your 
spin-doctoring to greater 
effect on a religious front 
instead of the current one 
that no one believes or cares 
about because you have bored 
us all to tears, LOL.

KEN OVENDEN

Hi Ken, “feeble evidence . . .  
asks questions instead of  
offering advice?”, “the current one 
(topic) no one believes or cares 
about” . . . these plus the personal 
stuff.

I was thinking of you Ken when 

I asked for evidence to fault my 
facts. True to form, you can only 
come up with another attack on me 
instead.

If my evidence is feeble, as you 
say, surely you can come up with 
solid facts to prove it so.

Truly, I would like to be proved 
wrong. No joking.

BOB HUGHES

Bob Hughes is absolutely 
right in his take on climate 
change and his critics should 
pull their heads out of the 
proverbial sands and do some 
dedicated research.

ROSS FORBES, Kerikeri

Bob, the radical and immediate 
measures you call for will 
simultaneously increase the cost 
of living, while decreasing overall 
living standards.

Initially, the hardest hit 
financially will be farmers, forced 
into drastic herd reduction to 
reach arbitrary methane reduction 
targets.

They will risk losing the roof 
over their heads, so in solidarity 
perhaps you should shed the roof 
from your house . . . your carbon-
based jacket of sanctimony would 
really come into its own then.

RICHARD WHITLEY

Skirting the facts: a climate conversation

A forensic audit of the November 
presidential election is taking place 
in Arizona. If it proves that the 
proceedings were fraudulent there, 
some of the swing states (Georgia, 
Pennsylvania, Michigan, Wisconsin) 
— some of whose representatives 
are present observing the audit — 
may decide to follow suit. If their 
elections also prove to have been 
run fraudulently, since the addition 
of the electoral votes involved would 
have taken Trump over the 270 line, 
some people think that Trump would 
be reinstated there and then. 

Not going to happen! The only 
way Trump gets back into office is 
for the Republicans to win big in 

the House of Representatives and 
the Senate in the 2022 mid-terms; 
with Biden and his administration 
living in infamy because of their 
diabolical behaviour. The Republican 
House Speaker could then proceed 
with an impeachment of the 
Biden administration followed 
by a Senate conviction, and, 
adhering to the legal path laid out 
in the constitution, take over the 
presidency himself.

What if Trump were to run for 
the House himself in 2022 and was 
then chosen as Speaker by his 
Republican colleagues? The mind 
boggles!

PATRICK COOPER

Mid-terms key for TrumpEDITORIAL

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR, ONLINE COMMENTS

Submissions on the Tairawhiti 
Representation Review 2021 — 
which has been triggered by the 
council’s decision to introduce Maori 
wards — are due in by Monday, June 
21 at the latest.

This week’s Herald webpoll asks 
if readers want to continue electing 
councillors by geographic wards 
(rather than “at large” across the 
region), and so far two-thirds of 
those who know their preference 
have answered “yes”. That is not 
surprising as our large district has 
distinct geographic communities of 
interest, with a big rural hinterland, 
townships, areas with high Maori 
populations and all overlaid by 
traditional iwi and hapu boundaries. 

Such interests are also a 
key consideration for the Local 
Government Commission when it 
assesses a council’s representation 
proposal. If our council was to put 
forward a plan for voting at large, it 
would no doubt involve community 
boards as well.

While Mayor Rehette Stoltz said 
last November when councillors 
agreed to introduce Maori wards 
that they would also “put our weight 
behind our rural councillors”, we 
haven’t seen that publicly yet.

Whether we keep a rural and 
city ward structure in our new 
representation arrangements will 
depend on public feedback, but just 
as much or more on how electoral 
populations align with geographic 
communities of interest — so a map 
The Herald received yesterday from 
the council, with estimated general 
and Maori roll electoral populations 
for existing wards, is highly relevant.

It shows that the four existing 
rural wards have a total general 
electoral population (GEP) of 7510, 
equating to two wards if we stick 
with 13 councillors (note, the 
number of councillors is also up for 
review); only 1890 are on the Coast, 
so a geographic split for two GEP 
rural wards would need to allocate 
some of the Taruheru-Patutahi or 
Waipaoa ward population that way.

The Maori electoral population 
(MEP) across the rural wards is 
5930, with 3850 on the Coast 
equating to a solid East Coast Maori 
ward, but the MEP of 2080 across 
the two western rural wards is well 
short (by 1327) of the minimum 
number for a second Maori rural 
ward; perhaps it could be bolstered 
with the inclusion of Elgin or another 
city suburb, if tangata whenua see 
this working for their communities of 
interest and they want a geographic 
ward structure.

Under this sort of model, there 
would be three further Maori ward 
councillors elected from the city — 
perhaps also split geographically — 
and six GEP city councillors.

■  The maximum length for letters is 350 words.
■  Anyone can write a column, 600 words maximum, but a photo is required.
■  Always include full name and contact details.
■  If you use a nom de plume, there is a higher bar for acceptability.
■  Letters may be edited for clarity, length or legal reasons.

editor@gisborneherald.co.nz   

Rural wards — how 
the numbers fall 

Re: Hearing for camping 
submissions, June 14 column 
— a correction.

After Pouawa Beach (when 
describing “restricted seasonal 
camping”), the next beach is 
Waihau Beach, fondly known 
as Loisels or Loisels Beach, off 
Waihau Road.

Waihau Bay is 

approximately 180km from 
Waihau Beach, heading up the 
coast.

This inaccuracy, in location, 
is widespread.

Let us fellowettes and 
fellows do our bit to help 
rectify the mistake.

D.J. HAIR

It’s Waihau Beach, not Bay

Thank you Pat Malcon for 
highlighting Peter Gibson’s 
cricketing career. Peter 
unselfishingly decided to 
commit to becoming player 
coach of the Lytton High 
School 1st XI cricket team 
in the late 1960s which was 
a great morale boost to our 
team members, who included 
opening bat Steve Goldsbury 
and fast bowling talent Willy 
Westrupp.

My memories of Peter 
playing for our school team 
can still be easily recalled, 
which inspired us to become 
leading lights in the local 
Senior B competition.

One game against High 
School Old Boys in a top-of-
the-table clash was one of the 
most memorable. Included in 
the HSOB lineup was Muru 
Walters, the ex Maori All 
Black and North Auckland 
rugby fullback who was a fine 
batsman in his own right and 
was in top form.

Walters strode to the crease 

full of confidence and our team 
realised his wicket was crucial 
to us beating our opponents.

Peter took the ball and 
bowled three orthodox off 
spinners which Walters 
respectfully played back to 
the bowler. However, Peter’s 
next ball was his inswinging 
“arm” ball which beat the 
left handed Walters all ends 
up and left his stumps in 
disarray, and we eventually 
went on to win the game.

I am certain that Peter’s 
passing was a shock to all 
those who remembered 
playing with him for the 
Lytton High School 1st XI in 
that era. His calmness on and 
off the field and his all-round 
cricketing ability was an 
inspiration to us all. 

Thanks for the memories 
Peter. Rest in peace. 

I would like to pass on our 
sincere condolences to his 
whanau.

TREVOR MILLS

Inspirational player 
coach for Lytton . . .
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MARYLAND — The US death toll from 
Covid-19 topped 600,000 on Tuesday, even 
as the vaccination drive has drastically 
brought down daily cases and fatalities 
and allowed the country to emerge from 
the gloom and look forward to summer.

The number of lives lost, as recorded by 
Johns Hopkins University, is equal to the 
combined population of Wellington and 
Christchurch. It is also about equal to the 
number of Americans who died of cancer 
in 2019. Worldwide, the Covid-19 death 
toll stands at about 3.8 million.

The milestone came the same day that 
California  and New York lifted most of 
their remaining restrictions, joining other 
states in opening the way, step by step, for 
what could be a fun and close to normal 
summer for many Americans.

“Deep down I want to rejoice,” said Rita 
Torres, a retired university administrator 
in Oakland, California. But she plans to 
take it slow: “Because it’s kind of like, is it 

too soon? Will we be sorry?”
With the arrival of the vaccine in mid-

December, Covid-19 deaths per day in 
the US have plummeted to an average of 
around 340, from a high of over 3400 in 
mid-January. Cases are running at about 
14,000 a day on average, down from a 
quarter-million per day over the winter.

The real death tolls in the US and 
around the globe are thought to be 
significantly higher, with many cases 
overlooked or possibly concealed by some 
countries.

President Joe Biden acknowledged 
the approaching milestone on Monday 
during his visit to Europe, saying that 
while new cases and deaths are dropping 
dramatically in the US, “there’s still too 
many lives being lost,” and “now is not the 
time to let our guard down.”

The most recent deaths are seen in 
some ways as especially tragic now 
that the vaccine has become available 

practically for the asking.
More than 50 percent of Americans 

have had at least one dose of vaccine, 
while over 40 percent are fully vaccinated, 
according to the Centres for Disease 
Control and Prevention.

But demand for shots in the US has 
dropped off dramatically, leaving many 
places with a surplus of doses and casting 
doubt on whether the country will meet 
Biden’s target of having 70 percent 
of American adults at least partially 
vaccinated by July 4. The figure stands at 
just under 65 percent.

As of a week ago, the US was averaging 
about 1 million injections per day, down 
from a high of about 3.3 million a day on 
average in mid-April, according to the 
CDC.

In New York, Governor Andrew Cuomo 
said on Tuesday that 70 percent of adults 
in the state have received at least one 
dose of the vaccine, and he announced 

that the immediate easing of many of 
the restrictions will be celebrated with 
fireworks.

He said the state is lifting rules that 
had limited the size of gatherings and 
required some types of businesses to 
follow cleaning protocols, take people’s 
temperature or screen them for Covid 
symptoms. Businesses will no longer have 
to restrict how many people they can 
allow inside based on the 6-foot rule.

For the time being, though, New Yorkers 
will have to keep wearing masks in 
schools, subways and certain other places.

Massachusetts on Tuesday officially 
lifted a state of emergency that had been 
in effect for 462 days. Maryland’s governor 
announced that the emergency there will 
end on July 1, with the state no longer 
requiring any masks.

With the crisis now easing, it took close 
to four months for the US death toll to go 
from a half-million to 600,000. — AP

US Covid deaths hit 600,000

LONDON — Britain and Australia 
announced the broad outlines of a free 
trade deal on Tuesday, eliminating tariffs 
on a wide range of goods as the UK 
seeks to expand links around the world 
following its exit from the EU.

The pact is expected to boost exports 
of traditional British products such as 
Scotch whisky, while boosting imports of 
lamb and wine from Australia. Crucially 
for Britain, it will also reduce barriers 
to trade in financial and other services. 
The UK hopes the deal will help it join 
the trans-Pacific trade partnership, which 
would open the door to increased trade 
throughout the Asia-Pacific region.

It is the first trade deal Britain has 
negotiated from scratch since it left 
the EU. Earlier deals with countries 
including Japan and Canada were built 
on existing agreements struck by the EU.

British Prime Minister Boris Johnson 
appeared outside his Downing Street 
office with his Australian counterpart 
Scott Morrison on Tuesday, to highlight 
the benefits each country would receive 
from the deal and stress the long ties 
between the two nations.

“This is an ambitious free trade 
agreement,’’ Morrison told reporters. 
“This is not a standard cookie-cutter 
agreement. This is an agreement with 
great ambition for both countries.’’

While both leaders were effusive 
in praising the benefits of the deal, 
details were limited. The UK said a 
final agreement in principle would be 
published “in the coming days.”

Australia is the UK’s 14th largest 
trading partner, accounting for 13.9 
billion pounds (AU$ 25.4 billion) of 
exports and imports last year, according 
to British government statistics. The 
relationship is even more important to 
Australia, which counts Britain as its 5th 
largest trading partner.

Australian farmers may be one of 
the big beneficiaries of the deal as 
agricultural goods account for about 14 
percent of the country’s total exports. 

That has raised concern among British 
farmers, who fear they won’t be able 
to compete with cheap imports from 
Australia, which has different rules 
on animal welfare and environmental 
protection from the UK.

UK farm groups reacted with caution, 
saying they were waiting to see the 
details of the agreement. 

“The ultimate test of this trade 
deal will be whether it contributes to 
moving farming across the world onto 
a more sustainable footing, or whether 
it instead undermines UK farming and 
merely exports the environmental and 
animal welfare impact of the food we 
eat,” National Farmers Union President 
Minette Batters said in a statement.

Johnson defended the deal, saying 
tariff-free agricultural imports would 
be capped for 15 years to protect UK 
farmers. The government also said it 
would seek to increase agricultural 
exports to Asia and the Pacific.

“I want everybody to understand that 
this is a sensitive sector for both sides 
and we’ve got a deal that runs over 15 
years and contains the strongest possible 
provisions for animal welfare,’’ Johnson 
said. “But I think it is a good deal, and 

I think it’s one that will benefit British 
farmers and British consumers as well.’’

Former Australian trade negotiator 
Dmitry Grozoubinski, who now runs the 
Geneva-based consultancy ExplainTrade, 
said the significance of the deal may be 
in the benchmark it sets for the future. 

British farmers “should probably be 
far more concerned about what comes 
next in terms of what kind of precedent it 
sets for future trade deals than Australia 
specifically,’’ he told the BBC.

Johnson’s government has been focused 
on negotiating free trade deals around 
the world in an effort to boost economic 
growth following Brexit. The biggest prize 
would be the US, which also has a large 
export-focused agricultural industry. 

While the debate over agricultural 
products has garnered most of the 
attention during negotiations over the 
free-trade deal, the provisions governing 
professional services may have a bigger 
impact on the British economy.

Australia imported 5.4 bil lion pounds 
worth of services from the UK last 
year, making it the 10th largest market 
for Britain’s service industry. Services 
account for about 80 percent of the UK 
economy. — AP

Australia, UK finalise free trade deal
DONE DEAL: 
Britain’s Prime 
Minister Boris 
Johnson, right, 
walks with 
Australian Prime 
Minister Scott 
Morrison after 
their meeting, in 
the garden of 10 
Downing Street, 
in London on 
Tuesday. Britain 
and Australia 
have agreed on a 
free trade deal.  
 AP picture

TAIPEI — China flew a record 28 
fighter jets toward the self-ruled island 
of Taiwan on Tuesday, the island’s 
defence ministry said, the largest such 
display of force since Beijing began 
sending planes on a near daily basis last 
year. 

Taiwan’s air force deployed its 
combat air patrol forces in response 
and monitored the situation in the 
southwestern part of the island’s air 
defence identification zone with its 
air defence systems, the Ministry of 
National Defence said. 

The planes included various types of 
fighter jets including 14 J-16 and six J-11 

planes, as well as bombers, the ministry 
said.

China’s show of force comes 
after leaders of the Group of Seven 
industrialised nations issued a statement 
on Sunday calling for a peaceful 
resolution of cross-Taiwan Strait issues 
and underscored the importance of 
peace and stability. Chinese Foreign 
Ministry spokesperson Zhao Lijian on 
Tuesday said the G-7 was deliberately 
“interfering in China’s internal affairs”. 

“China’s determination to safeguard 
national sovereignty, security and 
development interests is unwavering,” 
he said.

Since the election of President Tsai 
Ing-wen in 2016, China has increased 
diplomatic and military pressure on the 
government over her refusal to agree 
to China’s insistence that the island be 
considered part of Chinese territory.

The vast majority of Taiwanese 
reject the prospect of political union 
with China under the “one country, two 
systems” framework used for Hong 
Kong. 

Since last year, China has been flying 
fighter jets toward the island almost 
daily in what it calls a demonstration of 
its seriousness in defending its national 
sovereignty. — AP

Taiwan reports largest incursion yet by Chinese air force

DISPLAY OF FORCE: In this undated file picture a Chinese PLA 
J-16 fighter jet flies in an undisclosed location. China sent a 
record 28 fighter jets towards the self-ruled island of Taiwan on 
Tuesday.  Picture by Taiwan Ministry of Defence via AP

BRIEFS

SA increases restrictions
JOHANNESBURG — Confronted with a rapid 

surge of Covid-19 cases and hospitalisations, 
South Africa has returned to tighter restrictions 
on public gatherings and liquor sales, President 
Cyril Ramaphosa announced on Tuesday night.

The nightly curfew has been extended by an 
hour from 10pm to 4am while religious gatherings 
indoors are now limited to 50 people. The number 
of people allowed to gather for social events has 
been limited to 50 people for indoor events and 
100 people for outdoor events.

The retail sale of alcohol will only be permitted 
between 10am and 6pm from Monday through 
Thursday. 

The new restrictions come as South Africa also 
battles to sustain a vaccination drive that has 
faced delays from global vaccines shortages and 
this week the news that it must discard 2 million 
doses of the Johnson & Johnson vaccine due to 
factory contamination in the United States.— AP

Fiji confirms 116 new cases
SUVA — One death and a record 116 new cases 

of Covid-19 have been confirmed in Fiji.
The Health Ministry said last night a 73-year-

old patient at the country’s main hospital in 
the capital Suva is the fifth person to die from 
the virus. The positive infections take the total 
number of active cases in isolation to 943. — AP

Bomb attack kills at least 15
MOGADISHU, Somalia — Police in Somalia 

say at least 15 people were killed and more 
than 20 others wounded when a suicide bomber 
attacked a military training centre in the capital, 
Mogadishu, on Tuesday.

Police spokesman Sadiq Ali Aden told reporters 
that the bomber, wearing an explosives-packed 
vest, impersonated a trainee to enter the camp in 
the city’s Medina district.

The al-Qaida-linked al-Shabab extremist group 
claimed responsibility. The training centre is used 
by the Somali National Army for new recruits.

All of the dead and wounded were rushed to 
the Medina hospital, where health officials said 
at least 14 were seriously wounded. Hundreds of 
people gathered at the hospital to check whether 
loved ones were among the victims. — AP
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LAMB
For the past four weeks, North Island 32-34kg 

ewe lamb prices have held at $3.75/kg. This is the 
highest price for this time of year over the past 
five years and outdoes the five-year average by 
70c/kg. Evidently, the market has found a level 
for these options and this is keeping prices 
static. Thirty-eight kilogram male lamb prices are 
also strong against the past five-years, and are 
surpassing the five-year average by 63c/kg. 

This equates to an extra $24/hd, which is 
tight on the extra $20-$25/hd available at the 
farmgate compared to the five-year average for 

18kg-23kgCW lambs. The upward trajectory of 
slaughter prices is instilling good confidence in 
store lamb buyers, and is expected to keep the 
market firm this week. 

BEEF
Australian beef has been notably absent from 

export markets this season. Prolonged droughts 
meant that the Australian national beef herd 
was down to a 25-year low last season. The 
herd was projected to grow by 5 percent this 
season to 25.9 million cattle but the total kill was 
expected to drop to a 36-year low as farmers 

retained heifers for breeding. The drive for herd 
rebuilding may be stronger than anticipated with 
Meat & Livestock Australia recently revising their 
slaughter projections for this season from 6.9 
million to 6.4 million. The annual Australian cattle 
kill usually sits somewhere between 7-7.9 million, 
but it is not expected to recover to these levels 
until 2023. Australian beef exports are currently 
24 percent below year-ago levels for the calendar 
year to date, which is creating holes in the 
global beef supply that New Zealand is only too 
happy to fill. Very strong farmgate beef prices in 
Australia mean that Aussie farmers are getting a 
pretty good deal too.

VENISON
The venison average export value 

strengthened by 41c/kg to $10.65/kg in April. This 

is weak against the five-year average of $14.12/
kg, however, the gap between the two values is 
less than it was a month ago, indicating venison 
exports are trading with greater stability into 
global markets. Export values have been firming 
since December and while values have been soft 
compared to 2020, if they can remain steady to 
rising through autumn and winter, the industry 
will be in a better position to capitalise on 
reliable demand this spring. 

Last month, the venison leaderboard was 
much changed from a year ago. Exports 
increased by over 100 tonnes and the US, 
Netherlands, and China took over 60 percent of 
exports. This is indicative of the role  
Covid-19 continues to play in market dynamics, 
as countries maintaining a lower rate of infection 
can exercise higher demand. 

MAGNIFICENT GESTURE: The owner of a cropping and grazing 
block at Waerenga a Hika, who passed away earlier this year, has gifted the sale 
of a 21 hectare property in Brown Road to the Starship Foundation and Eastland 
Helicopter Rescue Trust. It has a rateable value of $1.67 million. Starship will 
get two-thirds of the proceeds and Eastland Helicopter Rescue Trust will get 
one third. In addition, Ray White Gisborne, the agency marketing the property, 
will donate the commission from the sale to Ronald McDonald House. The late 
owner’s name has been kept confidential. The gesture has been described as 
“truly life-saving”, and has stunned the benefiting organisations. The property 
will be sold at auction on July 9. Picture supplied      

 AgriHQ  MARKET REPORT 
Week beginning June 14

by Trevor Brown

JUST 455 head of cattle were sent for sale at 
yesterday’s Matawhero cattle fair in what was a 
typical winter sale with few buyers as cattle feed 
is in short supply, even though meat schedules 
are rising. 

There were few pens of quality cattle yarded 
and prices rose by 10 to 30 cents/kg for these. 

Mangaheia Station sold six rising two-year 
steers, weighing 425kg for $1220, while Matawai 
Deer Park Ltd received $1205 for 15 fat, rising 
two-year steers, weighing 430kg.

Matawai Station received $1035 for their best 
pen of vetted-in-calf, rising eight-year cows. 

These were big framed cows but in light 
condition and weighed 505kg. 

Mangatoitoi Station sent in a total of 90 rising 
two-year heifers, their top price for these was 
$895 for 20, weighing 330kg.

Prices per kg: MA cows: $2.10 - $1.60; R 2yr 

steers: $3.52 - $2.80; R 2yr heifers: $2.71 - $2.74; 
R 1yr steers: $3.59 - $3.42; R 1yr friesian bulls: 
$2.78.

Best prices — 
R 8yr cows, VIC: Matawai Station, 15 (505kg), 

$1035, 13 (485kg), $1015.
R 2yr steers: Mangaheia Station, 6 (425kg), 

$1220; Matawai Deer Park Ltd, 15 (430kg), $1205; 
Hakurenga Inc, 21 (330kg), $1010, 11 (285kg), 
$890; Richard James Wray, 8 Speckled Park 
(290kg), $900, 7 same (230kg), $810; KJ and RE 
Fisher, 13 (280kg), $860; H Tibble, 9 (295kg), $800, 
4 (265kg), $630.

R 2yr heifers: Mangatoitoi Station, 20 (330kg), 
$895, 50 (315kg), $845, 20 (295kg), $720; KJ and 
RE Fisher, 12 (295kg), $730, 5 (220kg), $645, 6 
(205kg), $530.

R 1yr steers: Mangahanea Farms Ltd, 13 
(215kg), $735, 10 (195kg), $700.

R 1yr bulls: ACC Pardoe, 14 Friesian (160kg), 
$445.

Solid cattle prices at small sale
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Learn about B+LNZ’s levy-funded work and 
our referendum offer – it’s a great opportunity 
to get off the farm, have a meal and socialise. 
Key B+LNZ representatives will be there to 
listen to your concerns and there should be 
some interesting discussion.

Wairoa: 2pm Tue 22 June, Community Centre

Gisborne: 12pm Wed 23 June, Emerald Hotel 
(focus on Taste Pure Nature)

Come along to a Beef + Lamb 
New Zealand roadshow event

Register for an event at www.beeflambnz.com/referendum

40511-01

35th Annual Sale
Thursday 1st July at 2.30pm

40491-01
Contact Peter 06 863 9576 or Matt Humphreys 027 973 4349

FIND 

US ON

25 Bulls on farm

‘Meeting the needs of commercial cattlemen’

• B •

• B • B d • G

MATARIKI
HEREFORDS

• B •

• B • B d • G

Breeding Cattle with struCture, Constitution & CarCassBreeding Cattle with struCture, Constitution & CarCass

ON FARM SALE- Tuesday 22nd June 2021, 1pm
Combined with Ben Murray ‘Woodbank Angus’

• Bulls Semen & Service Capacity Tested • Scanned for Carcase Analysis
• BVD Tested and Vaccinated • Breedplan Recorded • Grass Fed

• B •

• B • B d • G

all enquiries and visitors most welcome
James and Becky Murray, Matariki, Kaikoura, RD1

Telephone: (03) 319-4331, Mobile: (027) 486 6699 | Jack 027 381 2300
Email: matariki@xtra.co.nz

• Bulls Semen & Service Capacity Tested • Scanned for Carcase Analysis
• BVD Tested and Vaccinated • Breedplan Recorded • Grass Fed
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• B •

• B • B d • G

• Bulls Semen & Service Capacity Tested • Scanned for Carcase Analysis
• BVD Tested and Vaccinated • Breedplan Recorded • Grass Fed

•BullsSemen&ServiceCapacityTested

•ScannedforCarcaseAnalysis

•BVDTestedandVaccinated

•BreedplanRecorded

•GrassFed

• B •

• B • B d • G

• Bulls Semen & Service Capacity Tested • Scanned for Carcase Analysis
• BVD Tested and Vaccinated • Breedplan Recorded • Grass Fed

MatarikiKingPin,toppricedbull2019sale

39973-01



by Maja Burry, RNZ

THE season just ended was a 
record breaker for the avocado 
industry across New Zealand, with 
the value of sales lifting more than 40 
percent on the year prior.

New figures from New Zealand 
Avocado show the industry’s revenue 
from the 2020-21 season totalled $227 
million compared to $155 million the 
season prior.

Overseas markets accounted for 
$167 million dollars worth of sales, 
with export volumes up 10 percent.

Industry group chief executive 
Jen Scoular said the result had been 
achieved against the odds, with 

Covid-19 lockdowns and significant 
freight disruption presenting major 
hurdles.

“A smaller average fruit size was 
another challenge encountered in 
2020, with a significant increase in the 
percentage of small-sized avocados in 
the crop.”

The volume of avocado shipments 
to Australia was up 45 percent on the 
previous season, partly driven by a 
shortage of domestic avocado supply 
across the ditch, Ms Scoular said.

“Australia has always been our 
biggest export market and last year it 
took an extra one million trays from 
New Zealand, because the production 
out of Western Australia was very low 

and that was because of a climatic 
event.”

Australian domestic supply is 
forecast to increase considerably this 
year and over the coming five years, 
so further developing other markets 
remained a priority in 2020, she said.

“Just over half of last season’s 
fruit was grown in the Bay of Plenty 
and nearly 40 percent was grown in 
Northland.

“The harvest of new season 
avocados has just got under way.

“Early indications showed fruit size 
was looking larger for the coming 
season and more in line with New 
Zealand’s historical avocado fruit size 
profile.”

Avocado crop up 40 percent

FIELDAYS might not be 
the usual destination for 
the foodie thrill seekers 
out there but this year’s 
iconic agricultural event, 
which begins today, will 
showcase the whole food 
and fibre journey, from 
farm to plate.

There will be a vast 
array of exhibitors 
showcasing New Zealand 
food and beverage, a 
delicious street food scene 
in the food courts, as 
well as the latest food-
related innovations and 
demonstrations to get 
people inspired.

“It might pay to empty 
out your fridge prior to 
a visit to The Pantry,” a 
Fieldays spokeswoman 
said.

“Relocated to a bigger 
location in The Bledisloe 
building, The Pantry will 
showcase an abundance of 
New Zealand-made food, 
beverage, and related 
products and equipment — 
the perfect opportunity to 
support local.

“From deli meats, 
cheeses and chutneys to 
rustle up a platter for the 
family, to sweet treats such 
as chocolates, fudge, and 
liquorice to stash away 
— you are guaranteed 
to discover something to 
tantalise your tastebuds.”

Another place to grab 
a drink and a bite to eat 
will be the Fieldays Bar 
and Eatery, put together 
by Montana’s Village and 

Good George.
“Now in a bigger and 

more dynamic space below 
The Pavilion on F Street, 
the Bar and Eatery is 
the best place to take a 
break and try some of 
the region’s best local 
produce and beverage,” the 
spokeswoman said.

“Fieldays also provides 
the unique opportunity to 
chat to the people behind 
the organisations that 
grow, process, and produce 
the food and beverage we 
eat every day. 

“If you are looking for 
more inspiration, watch 
Fieldays TV via Fieldays 
Online to watch New 
Zealand’s favourite chefs 
cook up a storm and share 

their top tips and tricks in 
Fieldays Kitchen. 

“Enjoy cooking 
demonstrations from 
Simon Gault, Karena 
and Kasey Te Awa Bird, 
Michael Van de Elzen, Nici 
Wickes, Nic Watt, and Ben 
Bayly.”

What is exciting about 
Fieldays TV will be that 
people can watch it from 
all over the world and get 
a feel for New Zealand’s 
food and fibre storm, she 
said.

“During Fieldays Online 
last year, a whopping 75 
countries tuned in.”

Get your tickets now 
at fieldays.co.nz and 
tune in to Fieldays TV at 
fieldaysonline.co.nz

From farm to plate

FOODIE HEAVEN: The Pantry will be a popular 
location at Fieldays in Mystery Creek, where exhibitors 
showcase a vast range of New Zealand food and 
beverage. Picture supplied 

RECORD SEASON: The value of the last avocado season in New 
Zealand was up 40 percent on the previous, and set a new production 
record. File picture   
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P&E Watson 867 0336

waimata@xtra.co.nz
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Two of  the most important traits to breed for in cattle

All Stud cows are bred from aged & proven sires.
All Stud cows are subjected to a CONSTITUTION test as yearlings

ARE NOT MEASURED BY BREEDPLAN

LONGEVITY & CONSTITUTION

10 top bulls for sale by Matauri MO79 at Matawhero Monday 

28th June at 12noon

 

CALL 0800 333 734 OR CONTACT YOUR 
LOCAL CERVUS BRANCH TO LEARN MORE

CERVUS GISBORNE - 06 869 0006

ACT NOW,
STOCKS
LIMITED!

DON’T MISS OUT

99%
P.A.*1.

FINANCE ON ALL
6M TRACTORS

*Conditions apply. Finance available through John Deere Financial Limited to approved commercial 
applicants only. Offer based on 30% deposit, GST back and 48 month term. Fees and charges of $425 
apply. Offer ends 31/7/2021. Other terms and rates are available.

32590-14



THE Climate Change Commission’s 
advice last week that New Zealand must 
cut gross carbon dioxide emissions was 
encouraging, but still far too many exotic 
trees were forecast to be planted on 
productive farmland, said Sam McIvor 
from Beef and Lamb New Zealand.

The organisation’s chief executive 
said while B+LNZ still need to carefully 
read 400-odd pages of the final advice, 
they support the Commission telling the 
Government that New Zealand must 
reduce its reliance on forestry offsets, in 
particular from pinus radiata.

“However, the recommended levels of 
carbon removed by trees is still too high 
and will lead to swathes of New Zealand 
sheep and beef farmland being converted 
to pine trees,” Sam said.

“This will have significant negative 
impacts for sheep and beef farming and 
rural communities with knock-on effects 
for every New Zealand household.

“B+LNZ welcomes the Commission’s 
strengthened advice on the need to 
change the NZ Emissions Trading Scheme 
(ETS) to manage afforestation, which is 
something we have been advocating for 
and the Parliamentary Commissioner for 
the Environment also recommended in his 
submission.

“It’s critical there are strict limits on the 
amount of offsetting fossil-fuel emitters 
can do by planting exotic trees,” he said.

“B+LNZ asks the Government for 
specific policy proposals on this as a 
matter of urgency.”

B+LNZ was pleased the Commission 
continues to endorse the ‘split-gas’ 
approach domestically to treat short-
lived and long-lived greenhouse gases 
differently to reflect the fact that different 
gases have different warming impacts on 
the atmosphere, Mr McIvor said.

“However, the sector is disappointed 
at the lack of recognition of the marginal 
impact methane-emitting sectors have had 
on the atmosphere for the past 20 years.

“The science is clear, methane emissions 
in New Zealand have contributed little 
additional warming since the early 2000s. 
Furthermore, methane emissions from 
sheep and beef production have decreased 
by about 30 percent since 1990.”

Mr McIvor said at the same time, 
warming from fossil-fuel emissions has 
increased significantly. 

“The Climate Change Commission and 
the Government need to start reporting on 
the warming impact of the various gases 
so that the public can understand the 
different contribution each gas is making 
to climate change.

“In addition, a significant amount of 
carbon sequestration is happening on 
pastoral farmland, including land used for 
dairying. Farmers must be recognised for 
the good work they are doing on-farm.

“Methane-emitting sectors are being 
asked to continue to do more, and faster, 

in the short-term to compensate for other 
sectors who have not acted — that is 
inequitable, especially considering that 
sheep and beef farmers have already 
achieved significant reductions.

“While we acknowledge the Commission 
has taken on board B+LNZ’s feedback on 
the assumptions used in the modelling, 
we believe the modelling underpinning 
the advice from the Commission may 
still be overly optimistic in terms of the 
future emissions reductions our sector can 
make.”

Mr McIvor said B+LNZ was also 
concerned the Commission was 
recommending the Government 
implement measures that would lead to a 
12 percent reduction of biogenic methane 
emissions on 2017 levels. “This represents 
a 20 percent increase in the level of 
ambition compared to the 2030 biogenic 
methane target in the Zero Carbon Act, 
which is to reduce methane emissions to 
10 percent below 2017 levels by 2030.

“The agriculture sector is consolidating 
its actions to reduce emissions but this 
represents a shift in the goal posts on a 

target that is already too high. We are 
also concerned by references to livestock 
numbers needing to decrease by 13 
percent by 2030, and references to an 
effective loss of grazing land of 20 percent 
of the area afforested with native forests.

“B+LNZ is pleased the Commission has 
recognised the important role of He Waka 
Eke Noa, the Primary Sector Climate 
Action Partnership, to implement a 
framework by 2025 to reduce agricultural 
greenhouse gas emissions and build the 
agriculture sector’s resilience to climate 
change. As one of the key partners to the 
partnership, B+LNZ is fully committed to 
its success,” he said.

“Beef and Lamb NZ supports the 
Commission’s recommendations that 
the Government’s environmental policy 
development must be more integrated 
across all environmental domains, and 
in particular freshwater, biodiversity, 
soils and climate change. We will now be 
seeking urgent talks with the Government 
as it finalises the budgets and develops its 
emissions reduction plan for agriculture 
and forestry.”

B+LNZ supports Commission advice
INITIAL 
SUPPORT: B+LNZ 
have given initial 
support to the 
Climate Change 
Commission’s 
stance on the 
amount of exotic 
forestry going 
on to productive 
farmland around 
the country, but 
it has yet to work 
through the full 
400-page advice 
provided by the 
Commission last 
week.  File picture
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“The awards gave us the confidence 
to lead by example and pass 

our knowledge on to others.” 

Over the last year I’ve been privileged to meet and interview past 

winners of the Ballance Farm Environment Awards like the King 

family featured here. I’ve seen amazing landscapes and tasted 

unforgettable food produced by passionate, environmentally 

focused farmers and growers who are positively contributing to 

their whānau, communities and the industry as a whole.

These are stories that I believe need to be shared with all 

New Zealanders. And that’s why, I’d love for you to enter this 

year’s awards.

The awards highlight the amazing work of New Zealand farmers 

and growers, while also providing them with best practice tools 

and advice to continue to lead the way for the future success of our 

primary industries.

Visit nzfeatrust.org.nz to get your entry in and become part 

of New Zealand’s best news story.

The King 

family, Motu  

2017 Ballance 

Farm Environment 

Awards Category 

Winners
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GOAT BUYER

BUYING ALL GOATS
ALL YEAR ROUND

Prompt pickup & payment

Experienced musterers can be arranged

Contact Brian Hutchings 022 069 5212
briansplace1@hotmail.com 2
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PAY TV

TVNZ 1

SKY 5 DISCOVERY
CHOICE

MOVIES PREMIERE

TVNZ 2 THREE PRIME MAORI TV

RNZ NATIONAL

BRAVO

KEY  0 Closed captions;  3 Repeat;  (HLS) Highlights;  (RPL) Replay;  (DLY) Delayed;  16 Approved for persons 16 years or over;  18 Approved for persons 18 years or over;   
C Content may offend;  L Language may offend;  M Suitable for mature audiences;  PG Parental guidance recommended for younger viewers;  S Sexual content may offend;  V Contains violence.

WEDNESDAY—THURSDAY’S TELEVISION GUIDE

 5pm The Chase 0  

A quiz show where 

contestants must stay 

one step ahead of The 

Chaser.

 6pm 1 News At 6pm 0  

The latest news, sport, 

and weather.

 7pm Seven Sharp 0  

Stories of the day from 

around New Zealand.

 7.30 Beat The Chasers 0  

Five quiz masters 

compete as a team 

against contestants 

hoping to win cash 

prizes.

 8.20 L Lotto  

The Lotto draw.

 8.25 Beat The Chasers 0 

Continued.

 8.30 Location, Location, 

Location 0   

Phil catches up with Sue 

and Tom, who moved 

south to be closer to 

Sue’s grandson, and 

divorced dad Charlie, 

who moved in with 

his parents while he 

searched for a new 

home.

 9.35 Coronation Street PG 0 

 10.35 1 News Tonight 0 

 11.05 F Queen Sugar PG 0   

Charley grows closer 

to Davis; Ralph 

Angel decides about 

Blue’s future; Nova 

is confronted with a 

devastating truth.

  THURSDAY  

 1am Te Karere 3  

News and current 

affairs from a Maori 

perspective.

 1.25 Infomercials 

 5.30 Te Karere 3 

 6am Breakfast 0 

 9am The Ellen DeGeneres 

Show PG 0 

 10am Tipping Point 3 0 

 11am The Chase 3 0 

 Noon 1 News At Midday 0 

 12.30 Emmerdale PG 0   

Marlon tries to lay 

down the law; Andrea 

attempts to talk to 

Jamie; Aaron worries 

for Liv.

 1pm Coronation Street PG 3 

0 

 2pm The Ellen DeGeneres 

Show PG 3 0 

 3pm Tipping Point 3 0 

 4pm Te Karere 

 4.30 Beat The Chef 0   

Hosted by restaurateur 

Andi Oliver.

 5pm The Chase 0 

 5pm Storage Wars PGL 

 5.30 Pawn Stars PG 

 6pm Truck Night In 

America PGL 

 7pm Border Security PGC 

 7.30 Hawaii Five-0 MV 

 8.30 FBI: Most Wanted MV 

 9.30 Criminal Minds 16VS 

 10.30 The Cops MV 

 11.30 Ax Men ML 

  THURSDAY  

 12.30 Wheel Of Fortune 

 1am Jeopardy! 

 1.25 Border Security PGC 

 1.50 Criminal Minds 16VS 

 2.35 FBI: Most Wanted MV 

 3.30 Truck Night In 

America PGL 

 4.20 The Cops MV 

 5.10 Hawaii Five-0 MV 

 6am Jeopardy! 

 6.25 Wheel Of Fortune 

 6.45 Pawn Stars PG 

 7.10 Storage Wars PGL 

 7.35 Ax Men ML 

 8.25 Border Security PGVC 

 8.50 Truck Night In 

America PGL 

 9.40 Hawaii Five-0 MV 

 10.30 The Cops MV 

 11.30 Pawn Stars PG 

 Noon Jeopardy! 

 12.25 Wheel Of Fortune 

 12.50 FBI: Most Wanted MV 

 1.40 Criminal Minds 16VS 

 2.30 Hawaii Five-0 MV 

 3.20 Ax Men ML 

 4.10 Jeopardy! 

 4.35 Wheel Of Fortune 

 5pm Storage Wars PGL 

 5.30 Pawn Stars PG 

 5.05 The Last Full 

Measure 16VLC 2019 

Drama. Sebastian Stan, 

Christopher Plummer.

 7pm Unhinged 16VLC 2020 Thriller. 

After a confrontation 

with an unstable man 

at an intersection, a 

woman becomes the 

target of his rage. 

Russell Crowe, Caren 

Pistorius.

 8.30 After We Collided MVLSC 

2020 Drama. A woman 

struggling with a 

complicated relationship 

faces a dilemma that 

could change lives 

forever. Josephine 

Langford, Hero Fiennes 

Tiffin.

 10.20 Downhill MLSC 2020 Drama.

 11.45 Bombshell MLSC 2019 

Drama.

  THURSDAY  

 1.35 Into The Ashes 16VLSC 

2019 Thriller.

 3.13 The Last Full 

Measure 16VLC 2019 Drama.

 5.08 Unhinged 16VLC 2020 Thriller.

 6.41 After We Collided  

MVLSC 2020 Drama.

 8.28 Treehouse  

16VLSC 2018 Horror.

 9.58 Bombshell  

MLSC 2019 Drama.

 11.48 Into The Ashes  

16VLSC 2019 Thriller.

 1.28 Flesh And Blood  

16VLSC 2018 Horror.

 3.03 Knives Out ML 2019 Drama.

 5.16 Mary 16VLC 2019 Horror.

 5.40 Outback Opal Hunters PG 

 6.35 Deadliest Catch PG 

 8.30 Aussie Salvage Squad PG 

 9.30 Bering Sea Gold PG 

 10.30 Moonshiners MLC 

 11.25 Naked And Afraid MLC 

  THURSDAY  

 12.15 How It’s Made PG 

 12.40 How Do They Do It? PG 

 1.05 Mysteries At The 

Museum PG 

 1.55 Gold Rush PG 

 3.35 Moonshiners MC 

 4.25 Gold Rush: White 

Water PG 

 5.15 Outback Opal Hunters PG 

 6.05 How Do They Do It? PG 

 6.30 How It’s Made PG 

 6.55 House Hunters 

International 

Renovation PG 

 7.45 House Hunters 

International PG 

 8.10 Top Gear PG 

 9.25 Fast N’ Loud PG 

 10.20 Bering Sea Gold PG 

 11.15 Aussie Salvage Squad PG 

 12.10 House Hunters 

Renovation PG 

 1.05 House Hunters 

International PG 

 1.30 House Hunters 

International PG 

 2pm Outback Opal Hunters PG 

 2.55 Deadliest Catch: 

Bloodline PG 

 3.50 Gold Rush PG 

 4.45 Fast N’ Loud PG 

 5.40 Outback Opal Hunters PG 

 5pm The Big Bang Theory 3 0 
 6pm Neighbours 0 
 6.30 Home And Away PG 0 
 7pm Shortland Street PG 0 
 7.30 MasterChef Australia PG 0   

Contestants must create 
a sweet or savoury dish 
using the ingredients that 
Irish chef Clare Smyth has 
chosen for the mystery 
box.

 8.40 Russell Howard Stands 

Up To The World M 0   
Russell Howard performs 
in New Zealand, Denmark 
and Germany and 
between gigs he explores 
the countries he is 
visiting.

 9.45 8 Out Of 10 Cats Does 

Countdown ML 3 0 
 10.50 Mom PGC 3 0 

  THURSDAY  
 12.40 Wentworth 16VLC 3 0 
 1.35 Shortland Street PG 3 0 
 2am Infomercials 

 3am 2 Overnight 

 4.15 The Middle 3 0 
 4.35 Neighbours 3 0 
 5am Infomercials 

 6am Les Mills Born To Move 0 
 6.25 Ricky Zoom 3 0 
 6.35 Care Bears: Unlock The 

Magic 3 0 
 7am Agent Binky: Pets Of The 

Universe 3 0 
 7.25 Monchhichi Tribe 3 0 
 7.50 Talking Tom 0 
 8.15 Kiddets 3 0 
 8.25 Code Fun 3 0 
 8.35 Rainbow Rangers 3 0 
 8.55 Kiri And Lou 3 0 
 9am Infomercials 

 9.30 Religious Programming 

 10am Les Mills Body Attack 0 
 10.30 Neighbours 3 0 
 11am All Rise PGV 3 0 
 Noon God Friended Me 3 0 
 1pm Judge Rinder PG 3 0 
 2pm Murphy Brown 3 0 
 2.35 Home And Away PG 3 0 
 3.05 Shortland Street PG 3 0 
 3.35 The Bureau Of Magical 

Things 3 0 
 4.05 Brain Busters 0 
 4.30 Friends 3 0 
 5pm The Big Bang Theory 3 0 

 5pm Millionaire Hot Seat 0 

 6pm Newshub Live At 6pm 

 7pm The Project 

 7.30 The Block NZ PG 0   

The stakes are high and 

all four teams push the 

design boundaries to 

impress with their first 

room.

 8.30 LA’s Finest M 0   

Syd and McKenna must 

get Knox’s fentanyl into 

police custody without 

leaving a clue as to their 

involvement; Syd sees a 

ghost from her past.

 9.30 Hawaii Five-0 M 0   

When Adam’s girlfriend 

is kidnapped right in 

front of him, he shuts 

out Five-0 and breaks all 

the rules in order to get 

her back.

 10.30 Newshub Late 

 11pm Designated Survivor M 0 

 11.55 Infomercials 

  THURSDAY  

 6am The AM Show 

 9am Infomercials 

 10.30 The Zoo PG 

 11.30 Newshub Live At 

11:30am 

 Noon Good Bones 

 1pm M A Stranger With 

My Kids  

M 0 2017 Thriller. After a 

single mother hires a 

male nanny to look after 

her two sons she does 

not realise that he has 

other plans and wants 

her family to be his own.  

Ashley Scott, Mitch 

Ryan.

 3pm Celebrity Family Feud PG 

0 

 4pm House Crashers 

 4.30 Newshub Live At 

4:30pm 

 5pm Millionaire Hot Seat 0 

 5pm Everybody Loves 

Raymond PG 3 0 

 5.30 Prime News 

 6pm Sky Speed 

 6.30 Pawn Stars PG 

 7pm The Crowd Goes Wild 

 7.30 N Traffic Cops PGVC 0 

 8.30 Massive Engineering 

Mistakes PGC 0 

 9.30 Nightmare Tenants, 

Slum Landlords MLC 0 

 10.30 The Late Show With 

Stephen Colbert PG 

 11.30 The Crowd Goes Wild PG 

3 

  THURSDAY  

 12am Infomercials 

 12.30 Closedown 

 12.50 L Football: UEFA 

Euro 

 3am Infomercials 

 5.30 Closedown 

 6am Wheel Of Fortune 3 

 6.25 Henry Danger 3 0 

 6.50 The Loud House 3 0 

 7.15 Nicky, Ricky, Dicky And 

Dawn 3 0 

 7.40 Teenage Mutant Ninja 

Turtles 3 0 

 8.05 Hunter Street PG 3 0 

 8.30 Batman: The Animated 

Series PGVC 3 0 

 9am A Place In The Sun 3 

 10am Antiques Roadshow 3 0 

 11am Hot Bench PGS 3 

 11.30 Shakespeare And 

Hathaway: Private 

Investigators MV 3 0 

 12.30 Seal Team MVC 3 0 

 1.30 Just Shoot Me PG 3 0 

 2pm The Late Show With 

Stephen Colbert PG 3 

 3pm Wheel Of Fortune 

 3.30 Jeopardy 

 4pm American Pickers PGC 3 

 5pm Everybody Loves 

Raymond PG 3 0 

 5.30 Prime News 

 5pm Pipi Ma 3 

 5.05 Takoha 3 

 5.15 He Paki Taonga I A 

Maui 3 

 5.20 Tamariki Haka 3 

 5.30 Kid’s Kai Kart 3 

 5.40 Potae Pai 3 

 5.50 Taki Atu Taki Mai 3 

 6pm Paia 3 

 6.10 Huritua 3 

 6.20 Kia Mau 3 

 6.30 Te Ao Marama 

 7.30 Life Of Kai 3 

 8pm Billy T James PG 3 

 8.30 Pio Terei Tonight 

 9.30 Mura O Te Ahi PG 

 10pm Ki Tua 3 

 10.30 Haka Ngahau A-Rohe: 

Tamararo 

 11pm Nga Pari Karangaranga O 

Te Motu 3 

 11.30 Closedown 

  THURSDAY  

 6.30 Pipi Ma 3 

 6.35 Takoha 3 

 6.45 He Paki Taonga I A 

Maui 3 

 6.50 Mahi Pai 3 

 7am Te Ao Tapatahi 

 8am Miharo 

 8.30 Pukana 

 9am Pacific Island Food 

Revolution 3 

 10am Sidewalk Karaoke 3 

 10.30 Whanau Living 3 

 11am Ko Te Reo Kia Rere: 

Timoti’s Travels 3 

 11.30 Home, Land And Sea 3 

 Noon Billy T James PG 3 

 12.30 Game Of Bros 3 

 1pm Nga Pari Karangaranga O 

Te Motu 3 

 2pm Toku Reo 3 

 3pm Korero Mai 3 

 3.30 Polyfest 

 4pm Haka Ngahau A-Rohe: 

Tamararo 3 

 4.30 Miharo 3 

 5pm Pipi Ma 3 

 5.05 Takoha 3 

 5.15 He Paki Taonga I A 

Maui 3 

 5.20 Tamariki Haka 3 

 5.30 Kid’s Kai Kart 3 

 5.40 Te Nutube 3 

 5.50 Taki Atu Taki Mai 

 5pm Giada At Home 

 5.30 The Great Food Truck 

Race PGL 

 6.30 Ice Cold Gold PGCL 

 7.30 N Forged In Fire PGCV 

 8.30 Supertruckers PGC 

 9.30 Idris Elba: Fighter PGC 

 10.30 Ice Cold Gold PGCL 

 11.30 The Great Food Truck 

Race PGL 

  THURSDAY  

 12.30 Giada Entertains 

 1am Giada At Home 

 1.30 Lose Weight And Get Fit 

With Tom Kerridge 

 2am Discovering… Tina 

Turner PGC 

 3am Animal Nation With 

Anthony Anderson 

 4am Idris Elba: Fighter PGC 

 5am The Great Food Truck 

Race PGL 

 6am Buddy v Duff 

 7am Giada Entertains 

 7.30 Giada At Home 

 8am Animal Nation With 

Anthony Anderson 

 9am Restoration Australia 

 10am Lose Weight And Get Fit 

With Tom Kerridge 

 10.30 The Great Food Truck 

Race PGL 

 11.30 Ice Cold Gold PGCL 

 12.30 Forged In Fire PGCV 

 1.30 Supertruckers PGC 

 2.30 Idris Elba: Fighter PGC 

 3.30 Big Cat Country 

 4.30 Hairy Bikers: Chicken 

And Egg 

 5.30 The Great Food Truck 

Race PGL 

 5.30 Shark Tank PG 

 6.30 Celebrity Ghost Stories PG 

 7.30 Celebrity Undercover PG 

 8.30 24 Hours In Emergency M 

 9.30 Embarrassing Bodies M 0 

 10.30 Snapped M 3 

 11.25 The DNA Of Murder With 

Paul Holes M 3 

  THURSDAY  

 12.15 Infomercials 

 6am Infomercials 

 10am Judge Jerry 3 

 10.30 Celebrity Ghost Stories PG 

3 

 11.25 Snapped M 3 

 12.25 The DNA Of Murder With 

Paul Holes M 3 

 1.25 The Real Housewives Of 

Orange County M 3 

 2.30 Million Dollar Listing Los 

Angeles PG 3 

 3.30 Hoarders Family 

Secrets PG 

 4.30 Masters Of Flip 3 

 5.30 Shark Tank PG 

5pm Checkpoint With Lisa 
Owen. News and current affairs 
programme.  
6.30 Trending Now  
7.06 Nights With Bryan Crump.  
10pm News At Ten  
10.15 Lately With Karyn Hay.  
11.04 Inside Out  
With Nick Tipping.  

THURSDAY   
12.04 All Night Programme  
5am First Up With Nathan Rarere.  
6am Morning Report With Susie 
Ferguson and Corin Dann.  
9.06 Nine To Noon  
With Kathryn Ryan.  
Noon Midday Report  
With Mani Dunlop.  
1.06 Afternoons  
With Jesse Mulligan.  
3.45 The Panel  
With Wallace Chapman.  
5pm Checkpoint With Lisa Owen.  

Russell Howard Stands Up to the 
World, 8.40pm on TVNZ 2

Nightmare Tenants, Slum Landlords 
 9.30pm on Prime

Supertruckers 
 8.30pm on Choice
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 5.15 Super Rugby Trans-
Tasman 

 5.30 First XV Rugby Revision 
 6pm The Breakdown 
 7pm Aotearoa Rugby Pod 
 7.30 Major League Rugby 
 8pm First XV Rugby Revision 
 8.30 Playmakers: Rugby 

Stories 
 9pm Playmakers: Flashback 

Game 
 11pm Rugby Heaven 

  THURSDAY  
 12am Guinness Pro14 Rainbow 

Cup 
 12.30 Super Rugby Trans-

Tasman 
 2.30 Gallagher Premiership 
 4.30 Rugby Heaven 
 5.30 Major League Rugby 
 6am Aotearoa Rugby Pod 
 6.30 First XV Rugby Revision 
 7am Playmakers: Rugby 

Stories 
 7.30 Guinness Pro14 Rainbow 

Cup 
 9.30 Super Rugby Trans-

Tasman 
 10am Rugby Heaven 
 11am Aotearoa Rugby Pod 
 11.30 Guinness Pro14 Rainbow 

Cup 
 Noon The Breakdown 
 1pm Super Rugby Trans-

Tasman 
 1.15 All Access 
 1.45 Super Rugby Trans-

Tasman 
 2pm All Access 
 2.30 Super Rugby Trans-

Tasman 
 2.45 All Access 
 3.15 Super Rugby Trans-

Tasman 
 3.30 All Access 
 4pm Super Rugby Trans-

Tasman 
 4.15 All Access 

SKY SPORT 1



Wanganui races at Wanganui  Thursday  Jetbet 4  TAB Doubles 1-2, 3-4, 5-6, 7-8  Trebles 2-3-4, 6-7-8  Quaddies 1-2-3-4, 5-6-7-8  Place6 3-8

1 Wanganui Function Centre 11.52
 $11,000, rating 74 benchmark  highweight, 
2060m

 1 2s800 Bully Boy  (9)  72 78   
 2 1560s Master Fin  (3)  72 78   
 3 98280 Verry Flash  (12)  70.5 75  K Macnab (2)
 4 s2912 Bak Da Master  (11)  70 74  
    M Roustoby (3)
 5 15s84 Tallyho Twinkletoe  (15)  69.5 73  
    S Fannin 
 6 75s55 Nitro Ted  (6)  67.5 69  E Farr 
 7 85131 Charred  (1)  66.5 67  J Seivwright (3)
 8 058s5 Maestro Blu  (14)  65 64  N Downs (3)
 9 55F52 Jackaroo  (10)  65 62  S O’Malley 
 10 s0817 Beaudacea  (5)  65 61  R Cole (3)
 11 0s683 Red Rufus  (2)  65 61  T Johnson 
 12 60s00 Franklin  (4)  65 59  B M Donoghue (3)
 13 P069s Keepella Heights  (13)  65 59   

 14 31s31 The Cossack  (8)  65 56   
EMERGENCY:
 15 0s429 He’s Ric  (7)  65 55  D M Parker (3)

2 Wanganui Master Painters 12.22
 $10,000, maiden, 2060m

 1 98s62 Splodge  (11)  58.5 52  J Riddell 
 2 553s9 West Coast  (12)  58.5 52  C Dell 
 3 6s846 Greystone  (13)  58.5 49  
    Callum Jones (a3)
 4 5s00s Ian’s Legacy  (5)  58.5 49  D Hirini 
 5 59s6 Father Dom  (14)  58.5 46  S J Macnab 
 6 s9006 Red Sunday  (6)  58.5 46  
    Ashvin Mudhoo (a3)
 7 05s65 Swift  (7)  58.5 46  C L O’Beirne (a2)
 8  Al’s Red Zed  (18)  58.5 45  L Allpress 
 9 050s9 Argentiere  (16)  58.5 45   
 10 80 Go Mickey  (17)  58.5 45  D Bradley 
 11 90s50 Redgum  (9)  56.5 46   (a1)
 12 3s069 Midnight Spark  (4)  56.5 45  
    H Schofer (a1)
 13 0 Precious Niamh  (1)  56.5 45  L Hemi 
 14 80569 Spacek  (3)  56.5 45  J Fawcett 
EMERGENCIES:
 15 73609 Irish Flare  (15)  58.5 45   
 16 00007 All In Blackberry  (2)  56.5 45   
 17 08880 Shoal Bay  (10)  56.5 45   
 18 00s00 Lizzed  (8)  58.5 45   

3 Johnny Mac Memorial 12.57
 $10,000, maiden  highweight, 1600m

 1 63064 Hold My Beer  (11)  68.5 50  B Lammas 
 2 0s044 Mr Ghibson  (2)  68.5 50  R Cole (3)
 3 8s6 Alighieri  (3)  68.5 46   
 4  Dr Zeus  (6)  68.5 45  B M Donoghue (3)
 5 0 Happy Chappy  (9)  68.5 45  K Macnab (2)
 6 060s9 Rocktilyoudrop  (5)  68.5 45  N Downs (3)
 7 00 Super Spirit  (10)  68.5 45  T Johnson 

 8  Vanguard  (7)  68.5 45  D M Parker (3)
 9 000s Waiagara  (1)  68.5 45  J Seivwright (3)
 10 9s964 Jenever  (4)  66.5 50  S Fannin 
 11 0s530 Te Awe Awe  (13)  66.5 50  S O’Malley 
 12 77s09 Fire Dancer  (12)  66.5 45  M Roustoby (3)
 13 40970 Masarova  (8)  66.5 45  E Farr 

4 B Connors Family Clan 1.32
 $10,000, rating 65 benchmark*, 1600m

 1 980s0 Big Ben  (17)  60 65  T Taiaroa (a2)
 2 15801 Gobuyit  (10)  59.5 64  C H Butler (a4)
 3 61420 Lucky Viking  (19)  58.5 62   
 4 58553 Sir Beets  (20)  58 61  J Riddell 
 5 s2300 Flying Zack  (6)  57 59  L Hemi 
 6 s086s Candy Cross  (9)  56.5 62  C Dell 
 7 24s31 La Bellarina  (2)  56.5 62  H Schofer (a1)
 8 070s0 Wonderful Barbie  (16)  56.5 62  
    L Kauri (a4)
 9 805s4 Mauna Loa  (11)  56.5 58  
    Callum Jones (a3)
 10 080s6 Miraculous  (15)  56.5 58  B Rogerson (a4)
 11 7s617 Smooth Cognac  (18)  56 61  D Hirini 
 12 18s49 St Nancy  (13)  56 61  S J Macnab 
 13 108s8 Quatromosa  (1)  55 59  L Allpress 
 14 50384 Wine N’ Dine  (12)  54.5 58  M K Hudson 
EMERGENCIES:
 15 1000s Under The Pump  (4)  56.5 58   
 16 99503 Bingwa  (3)  54 57   
 17 0s059 Great North Road  (5)  54 57   
 18 00s77 Miss Maple  (8)  54 56   
 19 078s5 Deep Blue  (14)  55 55   
 20 900s7 Full Swing  (7)  54 55   

5 Gudsell Clan 2.08
 $10,000, rating 65 benchmark*, 1200m

 1 31s7 Kopua  (6)  59 62  S O’Malley (a2)
 2 1730s Welcome Back  (2)  58.5 61  L Allpress 
 3 289s0 Ringthebelledarci  (5)  58 60  M Singh 

 4 00s33 Tumbleweed  (8)  57.5 63  L Hemi 
 5 8s518 Xplosion  (11)  57 62   (a3)
 6 2838s Glamour  (9)  56.5 61  H Schofer (a1)
 7 772s0 Cheers  (1)  56 60  T Newman (a2)
 8 860s7 Cheeky Azz  (3)  56 56  C L O’Beirne (a2)
 9 850s9 Harry Harrison  (12)  56 56  
    Ashvin Mudhoo (a3)
 10 7779s Remarx  (4)  56 56  Callum Jones (a3)
 11 0s070 Brother One  (13)  55.5 55  S J Macnab 
 12 56496 Tango Love  (10)  55 58  D Bradley 
 13 8 Alexavia  (7)  54 45   (a1)

6 The Whangaehu O’Learys 2.48
 $11,000, rating 74 benchmark, 1360m

 1 8472s Hand It To Jonesy  (1)  59.5 73  
    S O’Malley (a2)
 2 280s1 Facetime  (5)  58 74  H Schofer (a1)
 3 15s23 Now Is Now  (2)  57.5 73  L Allpress 
 4 s0612 Raced Evens  (4)  57.5 73   (a3)
 5 70s16 Royal Patch  (7)  57.5 69  M Singh 
 6 780s9 Keep It Savvy  (3)  56.5 67   
 7 70009 Tennessee Rose  (6)  54 45  S J Macnab 

7 Mad Butcher 3.28
 $10,000, maiden, 1360m

 1 5s438 Blue Arrow  (7)  58.5 50  H Schofer (a1)
 2 005 Harvey Specter  (5)  58.5 47  D Bradley 
 3  Kingfisher Lad  (4)  58.5 45  
    S O’Malley (a2)
 4 00s Lord Spencer  (2)  58.5 45  L Allpress 
 5 s2924 Iconic Lass  (6)  56.5 54  
    Ashvin Mudhoo (a3)
 6 50s33 Gaelic Spirit  (8)  56.5 53  R Elliot 
 7 5286s Kaitlin Rose  (10)  56.5 53  
    Callum Jones (a3)
 8 348 Shez Maleficent  (15)  56.5 50  
    C L O’Beirne (a2)
 9 5809s Friday  (12)  56.5 46  T Taiaroa (a2)

 10 96s6 She’s So Reliable  (1)  56.5 46  L Hemi 
 11 0 Albufeira  (13)  56.5 45  D Hirini 
 12 0 Briar  (11)  56.5 45  S J Macnab 
 13 797s Mi Carol  (18)  56.5 45  M K Hudson 
 14  Miracles Take Time  (14)  56.5 45   (a1)
EMERGENCIES:
 15 00709 Hermes  (17)  56.5 45   
 16 — Mohegan Star SCRATCHED

 17 00s08 Derecho  (9)  58.5 45   
 18 80569 Spacek  (3)  56.5 45   
 19 000s Waiagara  (16)  58.5 45   

8 St Johns Club 4.08
 $10,000, maiden, 1360m

 1 23732 Dawn County  (3)  58.5 54  S J Macnab 
 2 03s52 Busybeingfabulous  (10)  58.5 53  
    L Allpress 
 3 598s5 Roni  (15)  58.5 47  J Riddell 
 4 s7057 Hardtimes  (14)  58.5 46  M K Hudson 
 5  Nelson’s Blood  (5)  58.5 45  L Hemi 
 6 67 Ted Lasso  (8)  58.5 45  S O’Malley (a2)
 7  Teroti  (2)  58.5 45  D Hirini 
 8 25 Zoey Satin  (4)  56.5 52  
    Ashvin Mudhoo (a3)
 9 00s Countess Conti  (16)  56.5 47   
 10 0 Cholula  (1)  56.5 45  H Schofer (a1)
 11 00 Martina Mariea  (13)  56.5 45  
    B Rogerson (a4)
 12 80s66 Sacred Lady  (7)  56.5 45  
    C L O’Beirne (a2)
 13 0 Sacred Pearl  (18)  56.5 45  R Elliot 
 14 00 Valzitabella  (6)  56.5 45  J Fawcett 
EMERGENCIES:
 15 00709 Hermes  (9)  56.5 45   
 16 — Mohegan Star SCRATCHED

 17 00s08 Derecho  (12)  58.5 45   
 18 80569 Spacek  (17)  56.5 45   
 19 000s Waiagara  (11)  58.5 45   

Selections
Race 1: TALLYHO TWINKLETOE, NITRO TED,  

 BAK DA MASTER

Race 2: WEST COAST, SPLODGE, GREYSTONE

Race 3: ALIGHIERI, JENEVER, TE AWE AWE

Race 4: ST NANCY, MAUNA LOA, GOBUYIT

Race 5: TUMBLEWEED, KOPUA, RINGTHEBELLEDARCI

Race 6: RACED EVENS, NOW IS NOW, FACETIME

Race 7: KAITLIN ROSE, GAELIC SPIRIT, ICONIC LASS

Race 8: ZOEY SATIN, DAWN COUNTY, BUSYBEINGFABULOUS

 Legend: T – Won at track. C – Won at this distance on this course. D – Won at this distance on another course. M – Won in slow or heavy going. B – Beaten favourite at last start. H – Trained on track. N – Won at  
 night. S – Spell of three months. F – Fell. P – Pulled up. L – Lost rider. TV – Featured on Trackside TV. 

NZ Metropolitan harness at Addington  Thursday  Jetbet 8  TAB Doubles 1-2, 3-4, 5-6, 7-8  Trebles 2-3-4, 6-7-8  Quaddies 1-2-3-4, 5-6-7-8  Place6 3-8

1 Concrete Brothers Pace 5.36
$10,000, non-winners 2yo+. mobile, 1980m

 1 727s5 Classie Washington  (Fr) 1 T Chmiel 
 2 674 Corfu Bromac  (Fr) 2 J Curtin 
 3 66 Southshore  (Fr) 3 B Orange 
 4 — Opportunity Knox SCRATCHED

 5 6s029 Sporty Celine  (Fr) 4 G O’Reilly 
 6 93087 Lizzie Richter  (Fr) 5 M Jones 
 7 40s Bensons Mate  (Fr) 6 K Newman (J)

 8  Red Right Hand  (Fr) 7 R Close 
 9 20F02 The Artful Dodger  (Fr) 8 J Kennett (J)
 10 00007 Conquistador  (Fr) 21 B Butt 

2 Airpark Canterbury Trot 6.06
$10,000, non-winners 3yo+ stand, 2600m

 1 52634 Random Spur  (Fr) 1 R May 
 2 78828 Dreamsinthe Mist  (Fr) 2 G Ward 
 3 6080s Bacardi Pride  (Fr) 3 J Curtin 
 4 62925 Moment Of Kaos  (Fr) 4  
 5  Instant Delight  (Fr) 5 T Chmiel 
 6 48266 Jesper Fast  (Fr) 6 R Holmes 
 7 85s82 Spot The Gamble  (Fr) U1 B Orange 
 8 9s053 See It Thru  (Fr) U2 K Hadfield 
 9  Ruakaka  (Fr) U3 D Butt 
 10 09779 Westland Peak  (Fr) U4 C DeFilippi 

3 Mid-winter At Addington 6.36
$12,500, 3yo+ r51-r59. mobile, 1980m

 1 35018 Songbird  (Fr) 1 S Ottley 
 2 2177s Pro Surfer  (Fr) 2 K Newman (J)
 3 20462 Pay Me Visa  (Fr) 3 B Orange 
 4 06452 Stavros The Terror  (Fr) 4 S Tomlinson (J)
 5 75018 Nerano  (Fr) 5 G Smith 

 6 1s100 Hands On  (Fr) 6  (J)
 7 69413 Alta Sensation  (Fr) 7 S O’Reilly (J)
 8 30362 Storm  (Fr) 8 R Close 
 9 11 American Outlaw  (Fr) 9 R May 

4 $15 Deals At Spectators 7.06
$10,000, 3yo+ r45-r54. mobile, 1980m

 1 01575 Tolkien  (Fr) 1  (J)
 2 5960s Hurricane Hill  (Fr) 2 R Close 
 3 65974 Michelle  (Fr) 3 S Ottley 
 4 64336 Beyond The Horizon  (Fr) 4 J Smith 
 5 68666 Monrika  (Fr) 5 S McNally 
 6 38347 Tyene  (Fr) 6 B Orange 
 7 40332 Tequila Sunset  (Fr) 7 K Cameron 
 8 4906D Yuri  (Fr) U1 K Newman (J)
 9 s5098 One Over All  (Fr) U2 G Smith 

5 IRT. Your Horse. Our Passion.  7.36
$15,000, 3yo+ r60-r73. mobile, 1980m

 1 41156 Rake  (Fr) 1 B Orange 
 2 36129 The Falcon  (Fr) 2 G O’Reilly 
 3 45312 Queenofdance  (Fr) 3 S Ottley 
 4 52P8s Somekindawonderful  (Fr) 4 
    K Newman (J)

 5 145s9 Copperhead Rose  (Fr) 5 R Close 
 6 96794 Quarterback  (Fr) 6  (J)
 7 65503 Mogul  (Fr) 7 S O’Reilly (J)
 8 57436 Kruizr  (Fr) 8 J Curtin 

6 HRS Construction Trot 8.06
$15,000, r55+ discretionary handicap stand, 
2600m

 1 20533 The Bloss  (Fr) 1 B Borcoskie 
 2 997P1 Take After Me  (Fr) 2 G Smith 
 3 53041 Full Of Hope  (Fr) 3 P Nairn 
 4 85555 Cochy Malc  (Fr) 4 B Orange 
 5 24612 Sugarinspice  (Fr) 5 R Holmes 
 6 s2129 With Ice  (Fr) U1 B Butt 
 7 3840s Zsa Zoe  (10) 1 S Tomlinson (J)
 8 63442 Rebel Kibbybones  (10) 2 J Hay 
 9 3s231 Chief Of Staff  (20) 1 T Williams 
 10 72764 The Player  (20) 2 K Newman (J)
 11 19721 Time In A Bottle  (20) 3 S Ottley 
 12 47716 Valley Star  (20) 4 R May 

7 The Granite Benchtop Co. 8.36
$10,000, 3yo+ r40-r54 stand, 2600m

 1 55055 Woodlea Diego  (Fr) 1 K Cox 

 2 57023 El Sirrar  (Fr) 2 K Cameron 
 3 43085 Megarock  (Fr) 3 G O’Reilly 
 4 62086 Taurus  (Fr) 4 J Hay 
 5 47200 Donegal Carnbouy  (Fr) 5  (J)
 6 54667 Hes Fast And Furious  (Fr) 6 K Newman (J)
 7 28258 Art Collector  (Fr) 7 L O’Reilly 
 8 02743 Terrier  (Fr) 8 R Close 
 9 40981 Scelta Uno  (Fr) 9 G Smith 
 10 06259 Harrison  (Fr) 10 R May 
 11 10900 Takemybreathaway  (Fr) 11 B Orange 
 12 60050 Aveross Rustler  (Fr) U1  (J)

8 First Direct Taxis Pace 9.06
$10,000, 3yo+ r45-r50,r51 w/c. mobile, 1980m

 1 06090 Honour Scroll  (Fr) 1  (J)
 2 46965 Martin John  (Fr) 2 G Smith 
 3 63489 Kowhai Magic  (Fr) 3 T Chmiel 
 4 36448 Honour Before Glory  (Fr) 4 R Close 
 5 10886 Betstars Blue Jean  (Fr) 5 L O’Reilly 
 6 07302 Endless Dreams  (Fr) 6 B Orange 
 7 819s2 Smiffy’s Terror  (Fr) 7 T Williams 
 8 0s279 Bossmaro  (Fr) 8 J Curtin 
 9 44164 Mossdale Mac  (Fr) 9 R May 
 10 43088 Artatac  (Fr) 21 S Ottley 
 11 09009 Lincoln Skipper  (Fr) U1 K Newman (J)

Selections
Race 1: BENSONS MATE, CORFU BROMAC, SPORTY CELINE

Race 2: SPOT THE GAMBLE, MOMENT OF KAOS,  

 JESPER FAST

Race 3: AMERICAN OUTLAW, STORM, ALTA SENSATION

Race 4: ONE OVER ALL, TYENE, YURI

Race 5: THE FALCON, KRUIZR, SOMEKINDAWONDERFUL

Race 6: CHIEF OF STAFF, WITH ICE, VALLEY STAR

Race 7: HARRISON, TAURUS, EL SIRRAR

Race 8: ENDLESS DREAMS, SMIFFY’S TERROR, ARTATAC

Christchurch greys at Addington  Thursday  Jetbet 9  TAB D. 1-2, 3-4, 5-6, 7-8, 9-10, 11-12  T. 1-2-3, 4-5-6, 7-8-9, 10-11-12  Q. 2-3-4-5, 9-10-11-12  PL6 7-12

1 The Fitz Sports Bar Sprint 4.17
 $2095, C3, 295m

 1 11144 Tremonti 17.28 Bruce Dann
 2 71525 Alexia 17.40 Hart & Taylor
 3 12774 Taunting Eyes 17.26 Jason Dunn
 4 22118 Know Charisma 17.19 Garry Cleeve
 5 51717 Impressive High 17.45 John McInerney
 6 13127 Angry Pete 17.35 John McInerney
 7 6353s Nassor 17.31 D J MacMillan
 8 84236 Know Ratio 17.29 Garry Cleeve
EMERGENCIES:
 9 35336 Amuri Magic 17.27 John McInerney
 10 62763 Homebush Liam 17.08 John McInerney

2 Happy B'day Jenny Dryland 4.34
 $2450, C4, 295m

 1 46256 Beck Eleven 17.04 Lisa Waretini
 2 48611 Young Romeo 17.48 Richard Breen

 3 71136 Next Off 17.31 Daniel Lane
 4 21831 Horse Range Gold 17.44 Malcolm Grant
 5 26165 Homebush Archie 17.46 John McInerney
 6 12516 Dr. Bravestone 17.24 Dylan Voyce
 7 45621 Hendrix Bale 17.26 Craig Roberts
 8 31516 Homebush Boots 17.20 John McInerney
EMERGENCIES:
 9 57347 Mitcham Sam 17.19 John McInerney
 10 16883 Curve Crusher 17.27 Ashley Bradshaw

3 Balcairn Stockfoods & Coprice 4.51
 $2095, C3, 295m

 1 13888 Rebel Boom 17.29 Daniel Roberts
 2 57342 Know Nugget 17.13 Garry Cleeve
 3 81615 Smash Shadow 17.40 Malcolm Grant
 4 2s262 Culvie Dole 17.48 Hart & Taylor
 5 65183 Homebush Hotshot 17.25 John McInerney
 6 74811 Penny Jane 17.30 Hart & Taylor
 7 86665 Homebush Gambler 17.14 John McInerney
 8 17413 Bye Bye Punter 17.60 Robin Wales
EMERGENCIES:
 9 35336 Amuri Magic 17.27 John McInerney
 10 62763 Homebush Liam 17.08 John McInerney

4 Garrard’s Horse & Hound 5.21
 $2450, C4, 295m

 1 74321 Princely Cash 17.29 John McInerney
 2 42158 Mr Kumar 17.31 Richard Breen
 3 28334 Smash Achiever 17.15 Malcolm Grant
 4 46517 Homebush Zack 17.26 John McInerney
 5 44175 Goldstar Jay Jay 17.24 S & B Evans
 6 56231 St Andrews 17.33 J M Lane
 7 54641 Mega Dream 17.20 Lisa Waretini
 8 34471 Mustang Megan 17.16 Hart & Taylor
EMERGENCIES:
 9 57347 Mitcham Sam 17.19 John McInerney
 10 16883 Curve Crusher 17.27 Ashley Bradshaw

5 Thursday Place Pick Sprint 5.51
 $2920, C4/5, 295m

 1 73227 King Toliman 17.06 Daniel Roberts
 2 12567 Hilton Hope 17.06 Bruce Dann
 3 78615 Made The Cut 17.20 Daniel Lane
 4 12736 Romeo 17.19 John McInerney
 5 53143 Homebush Glitch 17.16 John McInerney
 6 11117 Nevada Phil 16.97 J & D Fahey
 7 24141 Mitcham Ivan 17.17 Ashley Bradshaw
 8 22317 Super Over Drama 17.12 Riley Evans
EMERGENCIES:
 9 57347 Mitcham Sam 17.19 John McInerney
 10 16883 Curve Crusher 17.27 Ashley Bradshaw

6 Hart Family Grey. Racing 6.21
 $2450, C4, 295m

 1 65524 Know Debt 17.17 Garry Cleeve
 2 41554 Double Speed 17.24 J M Lane
 3 28678 Homebush Aimee 17.19 John McInerney
 4 33737 Tiggerlong Demon 17.22 Daniel Roberts
 5 74853 Tricky 17.03 Daniel Lane
 6 55124 Bruno Barbarelli 17.39 Bruce Dann
 7 53667 Mitcham Usain 17.21 John McInerney
 8 87864 Gotcha Dotty 17.23 Calum Weir
EMERGENCIES:
 9 57347 Mitcham Sam 17.19 John McInerney
 10 16883 Curve Crusher 17.27 Ashley Bradshaw

7 Selwyn-rakaia Vet Services 6.51
 $3385, C3, 520m

 1 54727 Smooth Step 30.26 Malcolm Grant
 2 43312 Goldstar Tudor 30.30 Riley Evans
 3 31346 Humbling 29.97 J & D Fahey
 4 43672 Marvaha Bale 30.06 Craig Roberts
 5 35474 Oster Bale 30.07 Craig Roberts
 6 31756 Creme Brulee 30.02 Lisa Waretini
 7 63624 Know Grizzles 30.32 Garry Cleeve

 8 37332 Know State 30.01 Garry Cleeve
EMERGENCIES:
 9 36537 Meatloaf 30.39 Sharon Hindson
 10 58586 Longshanks 30.34 Ashley Bradshaw

8 Active Electrical C'church 7.21
 $2920, C4/5, 295m

 1 1F481 Taieri Missile 17.02 Ray Casey
 2 57312 Opawa Bailey 17.06 Robin Wales
 3 73416 Sam And Si 17.23 John McInerney
 4 11421 Edge Of Reason 17.03 Jason Dunn
 5 76172 Maffra Daisy 17.22 John McInerney
 6 24123 Goldstar Flora 17.15 Riley Evans
 7 34118 Ghost Mode 17.28 Hart & Taylor
 8 46261 Homebush Caesar 16.99 John McInerney
EMERGENCIES:
 9 57347 Mitcham Sam 17.19 John McInerney
 10 16883 Curve Crusher 17.27 Ashley Bradshaw

9 Travel Bug Charlie 7.51
 $4090, C3/4, 520m

 1 51375 Opawa Solomon 30.09 J & D Fahey
 2 25417 Goldstar Tanner 29.94 Riley Evans
 3 12645 Goldstar Spook 30.20 Riley Evans
 4 11563 Epic Cruze 30.24 Janine McCook
 5 54261 Van Evie 29.93 Calum Weir
 6 36726 Famous Lee 29.88 Riley Evans
 7 75276 Ellias Bale nwtd Craig Roberts
 8 38421 Clarke’s Sarki 29.98 Bruce Dann
EMERGENCIES:
 9 36537 Meatloaf 30.39 Sharon Hindson
 10 58586 Longshanks 30.34 Ashley Bradshaw

10 Kolorful Kanvas Rob. Rosebowl 8.21
 $7500, C5, 520m

 1 11653 Opawa Deal 29.98 J & D Fahey
 2 25218 Goldstar Linda 30.00 Riley Evans
 3 1663s Seductive Kiwi 29.98 Calum Weir

 4 71216 Money Spinner 29.93 Craig Roberts

 5 11812 Leonard Bale 29.98 Craig Roberts

 6 33121 Best Ball 29.75 Daniel Lane

 7 65146 Quincy Bale 29.93 Craig Roberts

 8 31116 Ozzie 29.88 Daniel Lane

EMERGENCIES:

 9 12645 Goldstar Spook 30.20 Riley Evans

 10 25417 Goldstar Tanner 29.94 Riley Evans

11 Suck It Up Ltd Dash 8.51
 $2920, C4/5, 295m

 1 12113 Oakmont 17.00 Daniel Lane

 2 15336 Tweet About It 17.25 Hart & Taylor

 3 11471 Mitcham Magic 17.03 John McInerney

 4 13118 Homebush Fanta 17.15 John McInerney

 5 14345 Goldstar Wynter 17.20 Riley Evans

 6 22838 Opawa Phil 17.24 Robin Wales

 7 72544 Honey Lantree 17.19 Matt Roberts

 8 14262 Epic Diamond 17.01 Janine McCook

EMERGENCIES:

 9 57347 Mitcham Sam 17.19 John McInerney

 10 16883 Curve Crusher 17.27 Ashley Bradshaw

12 Protexin Sprint Final 9.21
 $2800, C4, final, 295m

 1 153F2 Homebush Monkey 17.23 John McInerney

 2 16671 Hilton Headache 17.20 Bruce Dann

 3 32781 Thunder Hallows 17.11 Ashley Bradshaw

 4 74621 Monty Mad Hammer 17.03 Ashley Bradshaw

 5 13463 Homebush Stasser 17.23 John McInerney

 6 52642 Taieri Taylee 16.86 Ray Casey

 7 11243 Goldstar Whitey 17.25 S & B Evans

 8 44232 Hilton Joker 17.26 C N Anderson

EMERGENCIES:

 9 48123 Opawa Nip 17.24 Robin Wales

 10 65524 Know Debt 17.17 Garry Cleeve

Selections
Race 1: TREMONTI, ALEXIA, KNOW RATIO

Race 2: NEXT OFF, BECK ELEVEN, DR. BRAVESTONE

Race 3: REBEL BOOM, SMASH SHADOW, CULVIE DOLE

Race 4: PRINCELY CASH, MR KUMAR, MUSTANG MEGAN

Race 5: HILTON HOPE, KING TOLIMAN, NEVADA PHIL

Race 6: TRICKY, DOUBLE SPEED, GOTCHA DOTTY

Race 7: HUMBLING, SMOOTH STEP, GOLDSTAR TUDOR

Race 8: EDGE OF REASON, TAIERI MISSILE, OPAWA BAILEY

Race 9: GOLDSTAR TANNER, EPIC CRUZE,  

 OPAWA SOLOMON

Race 10: LEONARD BALE, OPAWA DEAL, BEST BALL

Race 11: OAKMONT, MITCHAM MAGIC, TWEET ABOUT IT

Race 12: HOMEBUSH MONKEY, MONTY MAD HAMMER,  

 HILTON HEADACHE

NEW PLYMOUTH — Taranaki mare Coventina 
Bay will attempt to ascend to the Queensland 
throne when she lines-up in the Gr.1 Tattersall’s 
Tiara (1400m) at Eagle Farm next week.

After pleasing with a trial win at the Sunshine 
Coast earlier this month, she finished seventh 
in the Gr.2 Dane Ripper Stakes (1300m) at Eagle 
Farm last Saturday, but trainer Robbie Patterson 
was still happy with her effort.

“She just got into a position that she couldn’t 
get out of, she got stuck on the fence, and it 

wasn’t the place to be,” he said. 
“It chopped up on the inside and it was just 

circumstances that we ended up there.
“But I was happy with the run and she has 

pulled up well. It’s onwards and upwards from 
here. 

“She has got the feel of the track now with the 
run under her belt and she will improve, which 
she will need to. I am really happy with her.”

Coventina Bay is in search of her first Group 
One victory, having finished runner-up in the NZ 

Thoroughbred Breeders’ Stakes (1600m) behind 
Avantage, her only other start at elite-level.

Meanwhile, stablemate Puntura’s winning 
streak came to an end at Eagle Farm on Saturday 
in the Gr.3 Gunsynd Classic (1600m), where he 
tailed the 10-horse field home.

While disappointed with the run, Patterson 
said Puntura put on a lot of condition since 
arriving in Brisbane and he will take plenty of 
improvement from the run.

“He has just done too well since he got here. 

He just knocked up,” Patterson said. “He has put 
30 kilos on since he has been here. We kept the 
work up to him, but he has just thrived.”

His main goal remains the Gr.3 Winx Guineas 
(1600m) on the Sunshine Coast next month, but 
Patterson said he will reassess his path after his 
next run at Doomben. “He is going to back-up 
next Wednesday at Doomben,” he said. 

“As long as he goes well there, and improves, 
we will head to the Winx Guineas.”  
 — NZ Racing Desk

Coventina Bay in search of crowning glory
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JERUSALEM — Hundreds of Israeli 
ultranationalists, some chanting “Death 
to Arabs,” paraded on Tuesday in east 
Jerusalem in a show of force that 
threatened to spark renewed violence just 
weeks after a war with Hamas militants 
in the Gaza Strip. Palestinians in Gaza 
responded by launching incendiary 
balloons that caused at least 10 fires in 
southern Israel.

The march posed a test for Israel’s 
fragile new government as well as the 
tenuous truce that ended last month’s 
11-day war between Israel and Hamas. 

Palestinians consider the march, meant 
to celebrate Israel’s capture of east 
Jerusalem in 1967, to be a provocation. 
Hamas called on Palestinians to “resist” 
the parade, a version of which helped 
ignite last month’s 11-day Gaza war.

With music blaring, hundreds of Jewish 
nationalists gathered and moved in front 
of Damascus Gate. Most appeared to be 
young men, and many held blue-and-
white Israeli flags as they danced and 
sang religious songs. 

At one point, several dozen youths, 
jumping and waving their hands in their 
air, chanted: “Death to Arabs!” In another 
anti-Arab chant, they yelled: “May your 
village burn.”

In a scathing condemnation on Twitter, 
Foreign Minister Yair Lapid said those 
shouting racist slogans were “a disgrace 
to the Israeli people,” adding: “The fact 
that there are radicals for whom the 
Israeli flag represents hatred and racism 
is abominable and unforgivable.”

The crowd, while boisterous, appeared 
to be much smaller than during last 
month’s parade. From the Damascus 
Gate, they proceeded around the Old City 
to the Western Wall, the holiest place 
where Jews can pray.

Ahead of the march, Israeli police 
cleared the area in front of Damascus 
Gate, shut down roads to traffic, ordered 
shops to close and sent away young 
Palestinian protesters. 

Police said that officers arrested 17 
people suspected of involvement in 
violence, some of whom threw rocks 
and attacked police, and that two police 
officers needed medical treatment. 
Palestinians said five people were hurt in 
clashes with police.

The parade provided an early challenge 
for Israel’s new prime minister, Naftali 
Bennett, a hardline Israeli nationalist 
who has promised a pragmatic approach 
as he presides over a delicate, diverse 
coalition government. 

Though there were concerns the 
march would raise tensions, cancelling 
it would have opened Bennett and other 

right-wing members of the coalition to 
intense criticism from those who would 
view it as a capitulation to Hamas. The 
coalition was sworn in on Sunday and 
includes parties from across the political 
spectrum, including a small Arab party.

Mansour Abbas, whose Raam party is 
the first Arab faction to join an Israeli 
coalition, said the march was “an attempt 
to set the region on fire for political 
aims,” with the intention of undermining 
the new government.

Abbas said the police and public 
security minister should have cancelled 
the event. “I call on all sides not to be 
dragged into an escalation and maintain 
maximum restraint,” he said.

In past years, the march passed 
through Damascus Gate and into the 
heart of the Muslim Quarter, a crowded 
Palestinian neighbourhood with narrow 
streets and alleys. But police changed the 
route on Tuesday to avoid the Muslim 
Quarter. 

Instead, marchers were to walk 
around the ancient walls of the Old City 
and enter through Jaffa Gate, a main 
thoroughfare for tourists, and head 
toward the Jewish Quarter and Western 
Wall, the holiest site where Jews can 
pray.

Ahead of the march, Hamas called on 
Palestinians to show “valiant resistance” 
to the march. It urged people to gather in 
the Old City and at the Al-Aqsa Mosque 
to “rise up in the face of the occupier and 

resist it by all means to stop its crimes 
and arrogance.”

On Tuesday afternoon, Hamas-linked 
Palestinians launched a number of 
incendiary balloons from Gaza, setting 
off at least 10 blazes in southern Israel, 
according to Israel’s national fire 
department.

Abu Malek, one of the young men 
launching the balloons, called the move 
“an initial response” to the march.

Prime Minister Mohammad Shtayyeh, 
of the internationally backed Palestinian 
Authority in the West Bank, called the 
march an “aggression against our people”.

Israeli media reported the military 
was on heightened alert in the occupied 
West Bank and along the Gaza frontier 
in case of violence. Batteries of Israel’s 
Iron Dome rocket-defence system were 
seen deployed near the southern town 
of Netivot, near the Gaza border, as a 
precaution. Hundreds of police will also 
be deployed. 

Defence Minister Benny Gantz met 
with the military chief of staff, the police 
commissioner and other senior security 
officials on Tuesday. He “underscored 
the need to avoid friction and protect the 
personal safety of . . . Jews and Arabs 
alike.” 

UN deputy spokesman Farhan Haq 
said UN officials have urged all sides to 
avoid “provocations” in order to solidify 
the informal cease-fire that halted the 
Gaza war. — AP

‘May your village burn’
Israelis march through Jerusalem shouting racist slogans

FLAGS MARCH: Jewish ultranationalists cloaked with Israeli flags participate in the 
‘Flags March’ next to the Western Wall, the holiest site where Jews pray in the Old 
City of Jerusalem, on Tuesday.  AP picture

BEIJING — The Chinese mission to the 
European Union on Tuesday denounced a NATO 
statement that declared Beijing a “security 
challenge,” saying China is actually a force for 
peace but will defend itself if threatened. 

The Chinese news release said the 
NATO statement was a “slander on China’s 
peaceful development, a misjudgement of the 
international situation and (NATO’s) own role, 
and a continuation of the Cold War mentality and 
organisational political psychology.” 

NATO allies joined the United States on 
Monday in formally scolding Beijing as a 
“constant security challenge.” 

Washington has singled out China as a 
particular threat, especially in the South China 
Sea, where it has built and militarised artificial 
islands, as well as over its attempts to intimidate 
self-governing Taiwan, which it claims as its 
own territory to be annexed by military force if 
necessary. 

The Chinese mission said Beijing’s spending 
on its military is considerably less than that of 
NATO members and it accused the organisation 
of conjuring up a military threat from China in 
order to justify its own agenda. 

China will “never give up the right to maintain 
peace but unswervingly defend our sovereignty, 
security and development interests,” the mission 
said. 

NATO leaders said China is working to 
undermine global order, a message in sync 
with US President Joe Biden’s calls to confront 
Beijing on China’s trade, military and human 
rights practices.

In a summit statement, the leaders said 
that China’s goals and “assertive behaviour 
present systemic challenges to the rules-based 
international order and to areas relevant to 
alliance security.” 

In response, the Chines mission said Beijing’s 
military was purely for defensive purposes and 
its military modernisation was “reasonable, 
rational, open and transparent.” — AP

China defends 
defence policy

LONDON — The pilot of a Ryanair 
flight that was diverted to Belarus last 
month, leading to the arrest of a dissident 
Belarusian journalist, had no alternative but 
to land the plane in Minsk, the head of the 
budget airline said on Tuesday. 

Ryanair CEO Michael O’Leary appeared 
before a British Parliament committee to 
give evidence on the May 23 diversion. 

The scheduled flight from Greece to 
Lithuania changed course and landed 
in Belarus’ capital. Opposition journalist 
Raman Pratasevich, who had been a 
passenger on the plane, was arrested. 

O’Leary told British lawmakers that 
Minsk air traffic control warned the flight 
crew of a “credible threat” that if the plane 
entered Lithuanian airspace, “a bomb on 
board would be detonated.” 

 The captain repeatedly asked to 
communicate with Ryanair’s operations 
control centre, but Minsk air traffic officials 
told him — falsely — that “Ryanair weren’t 
answering the phone,” O’Leary said. 

“This was clearly a premeditated breach 
of all the international aviation rules, 
regulations, safety,” he said.

O’Leary said the pilot was put under 
“considerable pressure” to land in Belarus 
instead of the more standard options of 
Poland or other Baltic countries. 

“He wasn’t instructed to do so, but he 
wasn’t left with any great alternatives,” he 
told members of the Parliament committee. 

Western countries have called the forced 
diversion a brazen “hijacking” by Belarus. 

Outraged European Union leaders swiftly 
slapped sanctions on the country, including 
banning Belarusian airlines from using 
the airspace and airports of the 27-nation 
bloc and telling European airlines to skirt 
Belarus. UK authorities took similar actions. 

O’Leary said he did not support 
continuing such flight bans in the long 
term. — AP

Ryanair pilot had 
‘no choice’ in 
Belarus diversion

BUDAPEST — Lawmakers 
in Hungary approved 
legislation on Tuesday 
that prohibits sharing 
with minors any content 
portraying homosexuality or 
sex reassignment, something 
supporters said would 
help fight paedophilia but 
which human rights groups 
denounced as anti-LGBT 
discrimination. 

Fidesz, the conservative 
ruling party of Hungarian 
Prime Minister Viktor Orban, 
introduced the legislation, 
which is the latest effort 
to curtail the rights of gay 
men, lesbians, bisexual and 
transgender people in the 
European Union nation 
located in central Europe.

Hungary’s National 
Assembly approved the bill 
in a 157-1 vote. Fidesz has 
a parliamentary majority, 
and lawmakers from the 

right-wing Jobbik party also 
endorsed the measure. One 
independent lawmaker voted 
against it.

Csaba Domotor, the Fidesz 
state secretary, described 
the goal as “the protection 
of children,” noting that 
the changes include the 
introduction of a searchable 

registry of convicted 
paedophiles.

“Paedophiles won’t be able 
to hide any more — there 
are similar solutions in other 
countries, too. The criminal 
code will be even more strict. 
Punishments will be more 
severe. No one can get away 
with atrocities with light 

punishments and parole,” he 
said.

All other opposition parties 
boycotted the voting session in 
protest. 

Human rights groups had 
denounced the measure 
strongly, saying it was wrong 
to conflate LGBT people with 
peadophilia. — AP

Lawmakers pass law barring LGBT content for minors
LGBT DEMONSTRATION: 
People unfurl a rainbow 
flag during an LGBT rights 
demonstration in front of 
the Hungarian Parliament 
building in Budapest, 
Hungary on Monday. 
During the protest human 
rights activists called on 
lawmakers in Hungary to 
reject legislation banning 
any content portraying or 
promoting homosexuality 
or sex reassignment to 
anyone under 18.  
 AP Picture
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ODEON 5
Phone 867 3339

A QUIET PLACE: PART
II (M) WED 1.20pm,
6.20pm, 8.30pm
THU 10.50am, 6.30pm
CRUELLA (PG) WED
3.30pm, 5.45pm. THU
1pm, 3.45pm, 8.10pm
DAYS OF THE
BAGNOLD SUMMER
(M) WED 1.30pm, 6pm
THU 1.25pm, 8.10pm
DREAM HORSE (PG)
WED 1.10pm, 5.50pm
THU 11am, 5.50pm
FAST & FURIOUS 9 (M)
THU 11am, 1pm, 2pm,
4pm, 5.15pm, 7pm,
8.20pm
PERCY VS GOLIATH
(PG) WED 3.40pm,
8.10pm. THU 3.45pm
POPPY (PG)
WED 3.40pm, 8.10pm
THU 11am, 6pm
SPIRIT UNTAMED (TBC) 
WED 1.40pm, 3.40pm
THU 10.50am, 3.45pm
THE CONGURING: THE
DEVIL MADE ME DO IT
(R16) WED 1pm, 6pm,
8.30pm
THU 1.25pm, 8.40pm
THE HITMAN’S WIFE’S
BODYGUARD (R16)
WED 3.30pm, 8.20pm

BOOK ONLINE NOW!

WWW.ODEONGISBORNE.CO.NZ

Times may vary
subject to late changes

ALL tree removals, tree
trimming, greenwaste
removed, 027 466 8201.

RAFFLE WINNERS
Mystery Getaway for 2
people - Sam Tamanui

Chromebook
Sam Foster

Trailer load of firewood
- Chopper Summersby

& Rachel Cook
$150 Countdown

Voucher - Kylee Sutton
Gift Hampers - Sara

Hughes, Emma Barker
Quinn & Erana Taiapa
Thank you to everyone

who supported our
raffle!

A S A P Tree Work.
Removal, chipping &
stump grinding. Ph
0274 485 188.

CARPENTER for
smaller jobs. Ph 0274
407 127.
DOG grooming, great
rates, great results. Ph
022 463 8533.

ELECTRICIAN . All
works certified. 10%
off hourly rate. Paul,
0226 783 024.

GIB fixing and stopp-
ing, exterior plastering,
LBP registered. Ph
Shayne Norris Plas-
terer, 0274 749 786, a/h
867 3356.
LOO KI NG for full-
time work, Licence
1,2,4 F.T.W OSH Cert.
Can do welding as well.
Ph 021 184 3680.
QUALIFIED builder.
Small build, fencing,
decks. Ph 0274 388 537

LEGAL SECRETARY/
OFFICE ADMINISTRATOR 

Person wanted to manage a two-lawyer
legal office. Job requires excellent
touch-typing skills, a good understanding
of Excel and Microsoft Office, ability to
be flexible and think independently about
work. Experience with Xero would be
helpful.

Experience in a law office is preferable
but not essential for a successful
applicant.

Duties will include sole charge of all
administrative and client liaison tasks for
the office, including dealing with
telephone calls and enquiries, mail,
management of files, legal aid
administration including invoicing, data
entry, and preparing court documents and
applications.

Ideally the applicant will have a full
driver’s licence.

Closing date - 20 June 2021.

Please send covering letter and CV to -
info@wharf-law.co.nz

POSITION
Turanga Health is an Iwi based health
provider in Turanganui a Kiwa Ltd
servicing the tribal boundaries of Ngai
Tamanuhiri, Te Aitanga a Mahaki and
Rongowhakaata.
We currently have a vacancy for a Well
Child / Tamariki Ora nurse to join our
team of health professionals supporting
whanau in the community and in their
homes.

We are looking for a Registered Nurse
preferably (but not necessary) with well
child experience, someone who is a
self-starter, someone who enjoys working
with a team of dynamic individuals who
are focused on great outcomes for our
Tamariki and their whanau. This role
offers flexibility, growth and
development, integration with other teams
and opportunities to be involved in a wide
range of different projects that may
present outside the Well Child / Tamariki
Ora role.

If you are up for a challenge and this
sounds like you please download the Job
Description and Pre employment
application form from our website –
www.turangahealth.co.nz or visit Turanga
Health main office – 145 Derby St,
Gisborne. All completed applications
need to be received at 145 Derby St,
Gisborne, or emailed to
lisa.tamatea@turangahealth.co.nz no later
than 5.00pm, Friday 18th June 2021.

C A S U A L orchard
pickers & pruners
wanted. Family owned
orchard. Several options
on hours; school hours
available to suit parents
or retired people. Ph/
text 0276 500 104 for
more info.

GUM,  Manuka, Macro-
carpa, Old man pine.
www.thefirewoodguy.nz

WANTED:
UTES AND SUVs

CASH PAID
Phone Tyler, Enterprise

027 728 2472

PINE, 2nd grade split
wood, 4m3, $120. Ph
862 8876.

MANUKA GOLD
WOODSTOCK 2yrs
dry. 027 455 3722.

TEESDALE ORCHARD
APPLES, tree-ripened
Pacific Rose, Pink
Lady, Fuji, Sturmer and
Ballarat Cookers.
Winter Nelis pears.
Orange squash, & much
more. Back Ormond
Rd, open 7 days, Eftpos
available.

SHEEP MANURE 
P E L L E T S . $25 for
20kg bag. 3 or more
free city delivery. No
Eftpos. Ph 867 5783.
East Coast Wools. Cnr
Stanley/Awapuni Rds.

BIRD cage, blue, suit
canary/small bird, with
feeding containers, per-
ches & swing, 33cm x
26cm x 48cm high,
$25. Ph/txt 0278 493
245.
COMPUTER satchel,
leather $20; bird cage,
white, excell cond $30;
stroller pram,
3-wheeler, gc $30;
Vision skateboard,
excell cond $70. Ph 863
0010.
FREE old grape posts,
various & sundry up to
30, all to go. Ph 867
2142.
VANITY unit, vgc $50.
Ph 027 563 0643.

I N T E R E S T E D in
driving a taxi? Full
training available. Ph
0278 450 742.
MOTEL Housekeeper
to join our busy team.
On-call 7-days a week,
including weekends &
school holidays. Apply
Teal Motor Lodge. Ph
868 4019.

CYCLE helmets x 3,
vgc $20; back pack, old
canvas style $30. Ph
863 0010.
F&P oven, good cond,
$50. Ph 867 3325, 027
327 6390.
F & P stove, solid
elements, $400. 2x
internal sliding glass
doors, single $100,
dble $200. Dble &
triple sash windows,
$500ea. 3x aluminium
windows, $200ea. 2x
fanlight entrance doors,
$400 ea, 027 240 1603.
M A S P O R T R1600
freestanding flue fire,
$800. Rinnai inbuilt gas
fire, $950. Extractor
rangehood, $50. 3x
pendant 3 bulb lights,
unused, $200. Kelvin-
ator compact dryer,
$50. Ph 027 240 1603.
SODA stream, as new
$40; Kawasaki ukelelle
54cm $20; curtains with
hooks, variety $20 pair,
pots for plants 6" high,
ceramic $30 each; boys
bicycle, suit 8-10yrs
$25 with helmet, baby
pram, old style
4-wheeler gc, $25. Ph
863 0010.
VISION skate board
110cm x 24cm, excell
cond $65; acoustic
guitar 80cm gc $30;
coffee table 90cm x
40cm $20; carpenters
apron as new $40;
Panasonic twin
speakers, silver 30cm
$30; girls cycle 18-spd,
suit 15yr, as new with
helmet $100. Ph 863
0010.

Entertainment

NOTICE BOARD

Work Wanted

Public Notices Situations

Vacant

Situations Vacant

Situations Vacant

Situations Vacant

Situations Vacant

Work Wanted

Situations Vacant

Work Wanted

Situations

Vacant

Readers
Bargains

Firewood

For Sale

Fruit and 

Produce

Readers
Bargains

Cars Wanted Cars Wanted

Firewood Firewood

Focus On 

The Land

Farming news 

and local profi les. 

Wednesdays and 

Saturdays in your 

Gisborne Herald

Stand 

Out
Give your 

advertisement 
a boost with a 

HIGHLIGHTER

For only $9.00 extra
(incl GST)

ph 869 0601

You can sell 
anything by 
advertising

Classifieds 869 0601

Business 869 0616

GENERAL HAND

A position has become available on 
Turihaua Station; a 1000ha coastal 
property 18km north of Gisborne. The 
property winters 9000su comprising of 
80:20 cattle sheep ratio. 400 stud Angus 
cows are calved annually with all calves 
being weighed and tagged at birth.
Two bull sales are held annually on the 
property selling up to 120 Angus bulls. 
The contour is medium to steep coastal 
hill country with well maintained fences 
and water reticulation system.
The successful applicant will be 
responsible for meeting the day-to-day 
labour demands of a progressive Stud 
and commercial farming operation and to 
take responsibility of all aspects of farm 
maintenance. A 3 bedroom house on the 
beach will be provided. 

The applicant must have at least 5 years 
experience and be highly skilled in the 
following:

•	 Fencing	and	electric	fence	maintenance
•	 Hill	country	tractor	operation	(spraying,	
topping,	grading)

•	 Maintaining	 an	 extensive	 reticulated	
water system 

•	 Dagging,	 drenching	 and	 processing	
dog tucker

•	 Drafting	and	handling	cattle
•	 Full	 Driver’s	 license	 (Class	 2	 an	
advantage)

Please	 apply	 by	 25	 June,	 including	
CV	 and	 references	 to	 Paul	 Williams	
turihaua@gisborne.net.nz or contact Paul 
for more information 021 189 4114.

REGISTERED ECE 

TEACHER 30+ HOURS 

FOR UNDER 2’S

Te Whare Kohungahunga o Y Tamariki is 
a Bi-lingual centre in Kaiti, and one of the 
YMCA Gisborne’s ECE centres.

Our centre has 3 age-appropriate rooms 
with 2 separate playgrounds.

You must be highly motivated and have 
a positive attitude, be energetic and 
innovative, forward thinking and a team 
player. Most importantly to be flexible 
and prepared for a challenge.  

Being a bi-lingual centre Te Reo Maori/
Tikanga Maori would be an advantage 
but not a requirement.  You will be 
surrounded by a team who will support 
your willingness to learn. 

All applicants must hold a minimum of 
Dep Tch (ECE) and be registered.

Benefits of working for the Y;
• Free Gym membership to an awesome 

fitness gym.
• Subsidised childcare rates 
• Subsidised OSCAR after school and 

holiday programs
• Payment of annual Teacher registration 

fees
• Living wage employer.
Please forward CV and covering letter 
to: Centre Manager, Dianah Foley, email 
address is: ytamariki@ymcagisborne.nz 

Helping grow the countrywww.pggwrightson.co.nz

Wool Express Driver
GISBORNE

We have an exciting opportunity for an experienced Driver (Class 2 

licence) to join the Gisborne based, PGG Wrightson Wool team on a 

full-time basis.

As our Wool Express Driver, you will be responsible for picking up wool 

from clients’ farms and relocating the bales back to the Wool depot in 

Gisborne and assist in the wool store as required.

For more information on this opportunity, please contact Allan Jones, 

North Island Manager on 027 956 5192.

Apply now or to find out more: https://careers.pggwrightson.co.nz/

search and enter reference number 17399GBH.
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Situations Vacant

 DISTRIBUTION LINE 
MECHANICS (Electricity)

•	 Relevant	 Line	 Mechanic	 or	 Electrical	
Registration	 and	 current	 Practising	
License.

•	 Current	Class	1	Full	Driver’s	Licence,	
HT	would	be	great,	but	not	essential.

•	 100%	commitment	to	safety
•	 Job	location	Wairoa
•	 4x	 10hr	 days	 (includes	 3	 nights	 stay	

away)	3	day	weekend
•	 Very	 	 Competitive	 Pay	 rates,	

Allowances	and	TH
For	More	information	please	call	Jane	on	
0800	877697	or	E-mail:	jane@ecpl.nz

Rua Bioscience  is committed  to  
developing the highest quality 
cannabinoid-based pharmaceutical 
products for the global healthcare 
industry.

With a strong focus on quality, 
sustainability and innovation, Rua is 
a leading voice in our industry. Our 
reputation is built on the passion of our 
people, a genuine desire to create positive 
change in the unique communities 
we work with, and a commitment to 
improving the lives of people with serious 
health conditions.

GROWING TECHNICIAN
Ruatorea
Fulltime

Reporting to the Cultivation Manager - 
you will help to care for our plants and 
assist in the daily operations related 
to cannabis cultivation – to support a 
successful growing operation and help 
bring our vision of health and healing to 
life.

For further information, or to apply, 
please visit https://www.seek.co.nz/
job/52489818

Rua Bioscience
0800 RUABIO (782 246) | ruabio.com

Would you like 
thousands of people 
through your 
business in two days?
Promote your business to a huge number of potential 
customers at The Gisborne Herald Home and Lifestyle Expo, 
August 7th & 8th, 2021. 
Call Andy on 06 869 0616 or your usual Advertising 
Representative to discuss the options available to you. 

Limited sites available so don’t delay 
̶ secure your spot today!



TENNIS by Andy Sims, PA

LONDON — Andy Murray has made 
a winning return to Queen’s Club with 
victory over Benoit Paire at the cinch 
Championships.

The former world No.1, back on the 
comeback trail following yet another injury 
setback, was playing his first singles match 
on grass since 2018.

After completing a routine 6-3 6-2 
victory at the scene of five of his title wins, 
Murray became tearful in his courtside 
interview.

He began: “The body is old. But I did 
quite well today in terms of my movement 
and stuff.

“It was my first match on grass in 
three years, I’ve only played three or four 
practice sets in the build-up so didn’t 
know how I was going to play or feel, so 
for a first match it was good.”

Murray could perhaps not have hand-
picked a more accommodating opponent 
in Frenchman Paire, who had won only 
two of his previous 17 matches this year, 
for his latest tentative return.

“I love playing tennis,” Murray added, 
before starting to well up.

“Sorry,” he continued. “Obviously 
competing is why you put in the hard work 
and in the last few years I haven’t been 
able to do that as much as I’d like, so it’s 
great to be out here and competing again.”

The Scot had voiced further concerns 
about his fitness before the match but 
a routine victory, albeit against a pretty 
unmotivated opponent, was another 
positive step forward.

The fragile groin which kept the Scot out 
of the French Open passed its initial test, 
not least on set point when he stretched 
for a forehand and arrowed the ball down 
the line to take the opener.

A pinpoint backhand return of serve 
chalked up a double break in the second 
and when Paire floated a return long, the 
two-time Wimbledon champion was able 
to celebrate a long-awaited win.

Tougher tests await, no doubt, with 
Murray facing top seed Matteo Berrettini, 

the world No.9, in the next round.
Earlier, British No.1 Dan Evans ended 

his losing streak at Queen’s with a straight-
sets win over Australian youngster Alexei 
Popyrin.

Evans, at a career-high ranking of 25 in 
the world and seeded sixth, had not won 
a match at the Wimbledon tune-up in west 
London since 2014.

But after taking a closely-fought opening 
set courtesy of a break for 5-4, an early 
break in the second put the 31-year-old 
firmly in control.

Evans ran out a comfortable 6-4 6-4 
winner in an hour and 25 minutes to set up 
a meeting with Adrian Mannarino of France 
in the second round.

Evans said: “It was great to be back, a 
great atmosphere and good to be back 
in front of a very nice crowd. Not full, but 
we’re getting there.”

Evans, who counts world No.1 Novak 
Djokovic among his scalps this year, 
added: “That gave me a lot of confidence 
but you’ve still got to come out and win 
the matches.

“I was a bit nervous, to be honest, but 
I’m happy to come through and hopefully 
win a few more this week.”

Also through is Alex de Minaur, after the 
Australian defeated Serbia’s Laslo Djere 
3-6 6-3 6-4.

But Denis Shapovalo of Canada ousted 
Australia’s Aleksandar Vuki 7-6 (6) 7-6 (6).

Murray in comeback win at Queen’s

TENNIS

LONDON — Ajla Tomljanovic has knocked 
out Elise Mertens in a mighty three-hour, 
three-tiebreak battle with the No.1 seed at the 
Birmingham Classic.

A day after their opening match was 
delayed due to Covid-19 concerns, 
Tomljanovic sent the Belgian home after a 7-6 
(5) 6-7 (5) 7-6 (4) three-hour-and-nine-minute 
duel.

“I didn’t expect to play that well and have 
such a close match but I came out and 
thought I’d just do my best,” the Australian 
said after the first-round win.

“I was actually just happy that it was a 
great match but with the outcome I’m even 
happier.

“This is a really big confidence-boosting 
win for me because I know she never gives 
you the match. She really made me work for it 
the whole match.

“My energy was very neutral.
“I wasn’t getting too happy or too sad and 

it worked, so maybe I should be like that all 
the time.” — AAP

Tomljanovic into 
second round 
at Birmingham
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ON THE UP: 
Andy Murray 
returns the 
ball to Benoit 
Paire during 
their singles 
match at the 
Queens Club 
tournament.  
 AP picture
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 THE LAST WORD IN ASTROLOGY 

CELEBRITIES BORN ON THIS DAY:
Venus Williams, 41; Nahnatchka Khan, 48; Will Forte, 51; Barry Manilow, 78.

Happy Birthday:
Keep an open mind, and be prepared to make adjustments as you move 
forward. Let the element of surprise be what energizes you and pushes you to 
try harder and adapt to whatever comes your way. Think outside the box, but 
don't tread too far off the beaten track. Live by the rules and the honor code, 
and good things will transpire. Your numbers are 9, 13, 22, 26, 34, 42, 45.

ARIES (March 21-April 19):
Update the way you live and how you spend your spare time. Focus on 
physical exercise that will help build strength. Take a unique approach to the 
way you live, and choose to make your life less stressful. Align with nature. 3 
stars

TAURUS (April 20-May 20):
Do something that will boost your need to get things done. A change will help 
you regenerate and give you a sense of purpose. Put a plan in place that will 
encourage stability and peace of mind. 5 stars

GEMINI (May 21-June 20):
Don't believe everything you hear. Look at the fine print before you agree to 
something that can disrupt your life. Discipline and hard work will bring you the 
highest returns. Know what you want, and do what's necessary to reach your 
destination. 2 stars

CANCER (June 21-July 22):
Make your home a place of love, tranquility and happiness. Embrace the 
uniqueness you surround yourself with and the people you cherish. Share 
feelings with loved ones, and make adjustments that will bring you peace of 
mind. 4 stars

LEO (July 23-Aug. 22):
Be observant and seek the truth. Share only the information you can verify. 
Walk away from controversy that serves no purpose. Focus on personal 
growth and reaching the goal you set for yourself. Finish what you start, and 
live up to your expectations. 3 stars

VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22):
Question anything that sounds too good to be valid. Get what you want in 
writing to avoid disappointment. Be honest with yourself about the way you 
feel about life and love. Make changes that are conducive to your happiness. 
3 stars

LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22):
An open mind will absorb valuable information. Show restraint when dealing 
with people who are incapable of change and reluctant to compromise. Go 
about your business and do things your way, and you'll avoid interference. 
Don't take unnecessary risks. 3 stars

SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21):
Offer assistance, and something good will transpire. Someone you connect 
with will offer valuable information that will change the way you live life and 
adjust to the changes going on around you. Take a unique route, and you'll 
find peace of mind. 4 stars

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec. 21):
Be careful when dealing with partners, colleagues or anyone who doesn't 
share your opinion. Keep your head down and work diligently toward whatever 
goal you set. Do whatever will suit you best and help you get ahead. 2 stars

CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19):
Stretch your legs, go for a hike, take in the scenery and mull over what it is 
you want to pursue. Unique ideas will encourage you to try something new 
and to get involved with individuals who share your concerns and interests. 5 
stars

AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18):
Be careful what you share with who. Someone will offer you a false 
impression. Take the initiative to do your research and cultivate your ideas to 
suit your needs. Trust and believe in you and your ability to excel. 3 stars

PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20):
Check out what's going on in your life before you criticize someone. Truth 
matters, and being able to rely on those closest to you will make a difference. 
Ask questions and offer straight answers, and you'll know what to do next. 3 
stars

Birthday Baby:
You are determined, innovative and trendy. You are entertaining and 
persuasive.

STAR RATINGS
FIVE STARS: Nothing can stop you now. Go for the gold. 

FOUR STARS: You can pretty much do as you please. It’s a good time to start new projects. 
THREE STARS: If you focus your efforts, you will reach your goals. 

TWO STARS: You can accomplish a lot, but don’t rely on others for help. 
ONE STAR: It’s best to avoid conflicts. Work behind the scenes or read a good book.

 DOUBLE CROSSWORD  No 11,318

ACROSS

CRYPTIC CLUES

QUICK CLUES

DOWN

 1. Theatrical (8)
 5. Dispatch (4)
 9. Image (4)
 10. Progresses (8)
 11. Robust (5)
 12. Confidential (7)
 13. Unprogressive 

(5-2-3-3)
 18. Calamity (8)
 19. Compassion (4)
 20. Ingredient (7)
 21. Motionless (5)
 22. Flank (4)
 23. Incidentally  

(2-3-3)

 2. Glowing (7)

 3. Harmonious (7)

 4. On one’s 

own (13)

 6. Ejaculate (7)

 7. Bloat (7)

 8. Disappear (6)

 13. Sorrow (7)

 14. In lieu (7)

 15. Fate (6)

 16. Cost (7)

 17. Completely (7)

DOWNACROSS

QUICK
ACROSS:  1  Out  o f  o rder ; 
7 Aroma; 8 Mastiff; 10 Farewell; 
11 Rely; 13 Tenure; 15 Sexton; 
1 7  H o p e ;  1 8  C a t a c o m b ; 
2 1  D o u c h e d ;  2 2  A r e n a ; 
23 Settlement.
DOWN: 1 Odour; 2 Teamwork; 
3 Fumble; 4 Rash; 5 Evident; 
6 Far-fetched; 9 Flying-boat; 
12 Separate;  14 Neptune; 
16 Handle; 19 Overt; 20 Whet.
CRYPTIC
ACROSS: 1 Pedestrian; 7 Under; 
8 Writers; 10 Enlarges; 11 Fair; 
13 Victor; 15 Comedy; 17 Snug; 
18  Cont rac t ;  21  Reserve ; 
22 Scant; 23 Grandstand.
DOWN: 1 Pedal; 2 Dark-room; 
3 Sawyer; 4 Rain; 5 Average; 
6 Supervisor; 9 Sorry state; 
12 North Sea; 14 Courser; 
16 Covers; 19 Award; 20 Erin.

SOLUTIONS TO 

PUZZLE 11,317
Quick Crossword answers 

also fit the large grid

 1. Shell the vehicle 
quickly (8)

 5. You serve one who 
engages labour inside (4)

 9. Unfinished piece could 
become a great poem (4)

 10. Uptrains diverted for strict 
men of the church (8)

 11. Sounds as though this 
will stop a pause in 
operations (5)

 12. He’ll answer it’s a ship 
carrying soldiers (7)

 13. Live rail (8,5)
 18. Flatten a fellow 

journalist (8)
 19. Cover an outlaw (4)
 20. This covers the first 

person in train crash (7)
 21. Should be an expression 

of disgust written in the 
Old Testament (5)

 22. In puddings a good 
farinaceous 
substance (4)

 23. Work to get better, as 
doctors do (8)

 2. Father returns with pearl 

re-set for dress (7)

 3. One rebuilt chair in a 

hundred is antique (7)

 4. Ask for trouble - tragedy 

at Wimbledon, 

maybe? (5,8)

 6. Raise from white to black, 

musically speaking! (7)

 7. Book a stand-in (7)

 8. Give one a hint to 

unload (3,3)

 13. They are shipped from 

obsolete harbours (7)

 14 & 17 Dn. Pressing apparel 

for formal wear (7-7)

 15. He assays an old coin (6)

 16. Use up a supply of this 

pipe (7)

 17. See 14 Down

SUDOKU
SUDOKU is a logic puzzle made 

up of 81 squares on a 9x9 grid.
To solve the puzzle, each row, 

column and 3x3 grid within the 
larger grid must end up containing 
each number from 1 to 9, and 
each number can only appear 
once in a row, column or box.

A sudoku grid has a single 
unique solution, which can be 
reached without using guesswork.

 SOLUTION IN NEXT PUBLICATION.



Rugby
THE draw for Civil Project Solutions Senior 

Club Rugby on SATURDAY is —
Premier grade, 2.45pm: Patutahi 1, Larsawn 

Ngatapa v East Coast Farm Vets YMP (M Greene, F 
Barwick, C Johnson); Oval 2, Contract Consultants 
High School Old Boys v GT Shearing Waikohu 
(I Hughes, T Reeves, R Young).

Bye: Enterprise OBM.
Senior One, 1pm: Te Karaka 1, Waikohu v Pirates 

(P Brown).
2pm: Athletic 1, Wairoa Athletic v Harvest 

Matawhero Transport Ngatapa (A Brown); Tapuae 1, 
Tapuae v YMP (M Smith).

Bayleys Junior Club Rugby — SATURDAY (it’s 
High School Old Boys’ club day, so their games 
are at the Oval)

Under 6 — 9am: Waikirikiri Reserve 3, OBM U6 v 
Pirates U6; WKK 4, Ngatapa Eastland Vets U6 Stags 
v Uawa U6; Oval 3A, HSOB Blue v Ngatapa EV U6 
Bulls; WKK 5, Horouta u6s v YMP U6s.

9.50am: Oval 3A, Waikohu v HSOB White.
Under 7 — 9am: Oval 3B, Uawa U7 v HSOB 

Chiefs.
9.50am: WKK 4, Ngatapa EV U7 Colts v OBM U7; 

WKK 5, Ngatapa EV U7 Rams v Waikohu.
Bye: YMP U7s.
Under 8 — 9am: Oval 1A, HSOB Hornets v 

HSOB Seagulls; WKK 6, Horouta u8s v Uawa U8; 
WKK 7, Waikohu v Ngatapa EV Green.

10am: WKK 7, Ngatapa EV U8 Sharks v YMP 
U8s.

Under 9 — 9am: Oval 1B, Ngatapa EV U9 Kiwis 
v HSOB Blue; WKK 8, YMP U9s v Ngatapa EV U9 
Green.

Bye: Uawa U9.
Under 10 — 10am: Oval 1B, Horouta U10s v 

HSOB Vikings; WKK 8, OBM U10 v Pirates U10.
Bye: Ngatapa EV U10 Green. 
Under 11, 9am: WKK 9, Ngatapa EV U11 Green 

v Uawa U11; WKK 10, YMP U11s v Waikohu U11s.
10am: Oval 1A, HSOB Spartans v HSOB 

Avengers.
Bye: OBM U11.
Under 12 — 9am: Oval 2, HSOB Blue v YMP 

U12s; WKK 1, OBM U12 v Ngatapa EV U12 Billy 
Goats.

10.15am: WKK 1, Horouta u12s v Uawa U12.
Under 13 — FRIDAY, 3.45pm: Oval 2, OBM U13 

v Waikohu.
SATURDAY, 10.15am: WKK 2, Horouta u13 v 

YMP/Uawa.
1pm: Patutahi 1, Ngatapa EV U13 Green v 

Ngatapa EV U13 Stags.

Netball
THE draw for PAK’nSAVE Gisborne Netball this 

week —
Senior Round 2, Week 4. All games are 4 x 

10-minute quarters.
Duty teams to put up goal pads, set up team 

benches (courts 1 and 2) and put bins out: GGHS 
Y9A, Maui Te Wananga.

Duty club to control scorecard room for the 
day: OBM.

Years 5 and 6 ANZ futureFERNS — SATURDAY, 
9am: 3, Te Wharau Magic v Makaraka Macaws; 4, 
Manutuke Manutahi v Uawa Hinetera; 6, Mangapapa 
Magic v Central Magic; 7, NUAM Tahi v St Mary’s/
Makaraka Magpies; 12, Te Hapara Tahi v Elgin.

10am: 3, Central Steel v Mangapapa Pulse; 4, 
Whangara Warriors v Waikirikiri; 7, Te Wharau Stars 
v Awapuni Gold; 12, Te Wharau Pulse v Eastland 
Vets Ngatapa Mystics.

11am: 3, NHEW Teina v Manutuke Buttercups; 4, 
Hiruharama v Kaiti Kiwi; 7, Makauri Magic v Central 
Pulse; 12, NUAM Rua v Awapuni Silver.

12 midday: 4, Kaiti Tui v Central Mystics; 7, EV 
Ngatapa Stars v St Mary’s Stars; 12, Wainui Pulse v 
Te Wharau Mystics.

Duty team to bring in the goals: EV Ngatapa 
Stars.

Intermediate — SATURDAY, 9am: 5, Waikirikiri 
v YMP Rua; 9, EV Ngatapa Pulse v Ilminster Maia; 
10, HSOG Turanganui v Tangaroa Maraeroa a 
Hinemoana; 11, Ilminster Socialites v Uawa Waiti-
Waita.

10am: 9, YMP Tahi v HSOG Blue Beanies; 10, 
OBM Kahurangi v Whangara Tahi; 11, Horouta v Te 
Waiu.

11am: 11, Campion Gregory v YMP Toru.
12 midday: 10, Eastland Vets Ngatapa Magic v 

NUAM Taranga; 11, Tangaroa Maraeroa v Te Akau o 
Tokomaru.

1pm: 7, Thistle v Muriwai; 11, NUAM Hine 
Rikoriko v Campion Marcellin.

Intermediate bye: Sportsfit.
Secondary — SATURDAY, 9am: 1, GGHS Y9A v 

NUAM Te Wananga.
10am: 5, Lytton Y9 v Uawa Hinematioro; 6, 

Horouta Wananga v Uawa Hinekiuta.
11am: 6, Manutuke 1 v Te Waiu; 10, Whatatutu v 

Lytton Mixed.
Duty teams to empty bins and replace rubbish 

bags where necessary: Manutuke 1.
12 midday: 6, Te Taumata o Angitu v GGHS 

Hinetu; 9, Campion Jnr A v TKKM Wairoa.
1pm: 4, Uawa Iranui v Hawaiki Tawhito; 9, Lytton 

Y10 v GGHS Kopara; 10, GGHS Mauri v GGHS 
Manawa.

2pm: 6, GGHS Manaaki v Campion Gold; 9, 
Campion Snr B v GGHS Raukura; 10, NUAM Taikaha 
v Hawaiki Hou.

Duty teams: Hawaiki Hou, ALH Thistle Phoenix.
Senior — SATURDAY, 9am: 2, Steve Craill 

Builder Ngatapa v NZHL Thistle Storm (Tessa, 
Tukaki).

10am: 1, GGHS Jnr A v Tatapouri Sportsfit 2 
(Tessa, Tukaki); 2, YMP 2 v Campion Snr A (Bex, 
Saara).

11am: 1, Whalis v GGHS Snr B (Ash, Kere); 2, 
YMP Masters v Ritana Snr A (Debz, Bex); 5, GGHS 
Korihi v Gisborne Glass Ngatapa (Jonette, Tukaki).

12 midday: 1, OBM Blue v Uawa Ngarangikahiwa 
(Ash, Jonette); 2, Horouta Taimana v Tatapouri 
Sportsfit (Shanan, Shay); 5, Kotahi Aroha v Claydens 
Waikohu 4 (Lou, Willow).

1pm: 1, Taiki v FarmCare HSOG (Jules, Kere); 
2, Crosscutters OG Whangara v Farmlands 
Ngatapa (Cris, Justine); 5, Zeafruit Ngatapa v Uawa 
Kahukuraiti (Ash, Kayla); 6, GGHS TSA v OBM Red 
Social (Chiarn, Willow).

2pm: 1, Wahine Hauora HSOG v Tyre General 
Ngatapa (Justine, TBC); 2, McLeods Concrete HSOG 
v Claydens Waikohu 2 (Bex, Shay); 5, XLR8 v ALH 
Thistle Phoenix (Chiarn, Lou).

Duty teams: Hawaiki Hou, ALH Thistle Phoenix.
Senior byes: Tatapouri Sportsfit Social, YMP 

Manawanui.
Duty board member: Lexi Cheyne.

Games at the YMCA TONIGHT — 6pm: Claydens 
Waikohu 1 v F45 HSOG (Shanan, Shay).

7.30pm: Whangara OG 1 v YMP Sunshine 
Brewery (Pania, Selina).

Games at the YMCA on SATURDAY — 9am: 
Gillies Electrical GGHS Snr A v Tapuae (Debz, 
Selina, Shay).

10.30am: Horouta Gold v Claydens Waikohu 3 
(Shanan, Shay).

Games at the YMCA on WEDNESDAY (June 

23) — 6pm: Tapuae v Claydens Waikohu 3 (Shay, 
Shanan).

7.30pm: Claydens Waikohu 1 v Gillies Electrical 
GGHS Snr A (Cris, Selina).

Football
PACIFIC Premiership — SATURDAY, 3pm: 

Marewa Park (Napier), Port Hill v Heavy Equipment 
Services Gisborne United.

Eastern League Division 1 — SATURDAY, 
2.30pm: Wainui, Sunshine Brewing Wainui Sharks 
v Gisborne Thistle Youth; Childers Road Reserve 1, 
Gisborne Vehicle Testing Thistle Reserves v HES 
United.

Bye: Carpet Court Thistle Massive.
Eastern League Division 2 — SATURDAY, 

12.30pm: CRR 2, Thistle Vintage v Coates 
Associates Wainui Demons; Harry Barker Reserve 2, 
ITM Thistle v Gisborne Pro Roofing Bohemians; HBR 
1, HES United Thirds v 1st Class Decorators Wainui 
Salty Dogs.

2.30pm: Wairoa, QRS Wairoa Athletic v 
Smash Palace Shockers; CRR 2, Gisborne Thistle 
Development v HES United.

Bye: Tatapouri Bohemians.
Women’s Eastern League — SUNDAY, 10.30am: 

Rectory, Gisborne Girls’ High School v Bohemians; 
HBR 1, HES United v Campion College; CRR 2, 
Tatapouri Marist Thistle v Neighborhood Pizzeria 
Wainui Wahine.

Bye: Gisborne Laundry Services Wainui Riverina.
Junior football — SATURDAY
Primary Football
First Kicks 4v4, 8.15am: Watson Park 10, 

Sonrise Blaze v Central Smashers; WP 3, Makauri 
Dynamos v St Mary’s Firebirds; WP 1, Manutuke Tahi 
v St Mary’s Comets; WP 6, Bayleys Ngatapa Turtles 
v Wainui Dodgers; WP 8, Te Wharau Kahurangi v 
Wainui Dragons; WP 11, Awapuni Blue v Mangapapa 
Whirlwinds; WP 12, Awapuni Pink v Wainui 
Dynamites; WP 9, Kaiti Kiwa v Ngatapa Bullets; WP 
7, Makauri Dragons v Te Wharau Kakariki; WP 5, 
Awapuni Orange v Awapuni Indigo; WP 2, Te Hapara 
Soarers v Wainui Drifters; WP 4, St Mary’s Asteroids 
v Mangapapa Storm. 

9.45am: WP 11, Central Ninjas v Makaraka 
Marvels; WP 12, Central Strykers v Wainui Dolphins; 
WP 10, Awapuni Red v Mangapapa Tornadoes.

Fun Football 5v5, 9am: WP 3, Kaiti Paoa v 
Ormond United; WP 5, Awapuni Yellow v Ngatapa 
Hurricanes; WP 6, Awapuni Green v Ngatapa Hawks; 
WP 7, St Mary’s Stars v Wainui Cyclones; WP 8, 
Te Wharau Karaka v Wainui Colts; WP 10, Makauri 
Chargers v Wainui Cobras; WP 12, Kaiti Maia v 
Wainui Crusaders; WP 4, Central Tigers v Makaraka 
Phoenix; WP 11, Ormond High Fives v Mangapapa 
Floods; WP 9, Makauri Chiefs v Mangapapa Mist; 
WP 1, Manutuke Rua v Mangapapa Twisters; WP 2, 
Central Defenders v Central Warriors. 

9.45: WP 4, Awapuni Purple v Te Wharau Kowhai.
Mini Football 7v7, 8.15am: WP 14, Makauri 

Braves v Central Athletic; WP 15, Awapuni Pumas 
v Wainui Breakers; WP 13, Awapuni Bobcats v 
Mangapapa Sizzlers; WP 16, Awapuni Lions v Wainui 
Bullets; WP 17, Ormond All Stars v Mangapapa 
Quakes. 

9.15am: WP 15, St Mary’s Flash v Te Hapara 
Excellers; WP 17, Wainui Broncos v Mangapapa 
Landslides; WP 13, Kaiti Horouta v Central Zoomers; 
WP 14, St Mary’s Sweepers v St Mary’s Aces; WP 
16, Kaiti Takitimu v Te Wharau Kea. 

10.15am: WP 16, Sonrise Light v Central 
Crushers; WP 14, Te Wharau Kakapo v Ngatapa Tui; 
WP 15, Awapuni Wildcats v Wainui Bullz; WP 13, 
Manutuke Toru v Central Seekers; WP 17, Makauri 
Bears v Te Wharau Kiwi.

11.15am: WP 14, Wainui Blitz v Mangapapa 

Thunder; WP 15, Te Wharau Kereru v Ngatapa 
Wolves; WP 16, St Mary’s Terminators v Makaraka 
Rangers.

Mini Football 9v9 Development, 8.15am: WP 18, 
Sonrise Rams v Te Wharau Rangatira. 

9.15am: WP 19, Puhi Kaiti v Central Braves; WP 
21, St Mary’s Strikers v Manutuke Wha; WP 18, 
Awapuni Jaguars v Makaraka Hurricanes; WP 20, 
Awapuni Panthers v Kaiti Rangatira. 

10.15am: WP 21, Makauri Marauders v Central 
Vikings; WP 18, Central Stags v Wainui Aces; WP 
19, Ormond Super Stars v Wainui Avengers; WP 20, 
Ngatapa Rebels v Mangapapa Blizzards. 

11.15am: WP 18, Wainui All Stars v Mangapapa 
Lightning.

Mini Football 9v9 Experienced, 8.15am: WP 
20, Te Wharau Toa v Awapuni Leopards; WP 19, Te 
Hapara High Flyers v Central Gold; WP 21, Wainui 
Thunder v Mangapapa Hurricanes.

Eastland Group Super League
Intermediate, 8.30am: Nelson Park 5, Chagan 

Fishing Athletico v Columbus Café United; NP 6, 
Martins Party Hire Rovers v KT Orthodontics City. 

9.45am: NP 6, Chrisp & Davidson Rangers v 
Dynamic Rehab Titans; NP 4, Mitre 10 Town v 
Glenn’s Glass United; NP 5, Frank & Albie’s Rovers v 
Coastal Ultrasound Albion.

College, 8.30am: NP 4, Pit Stop Cruisers AFC v 
Harcourts Wainui Sharks; NP 2, Headline Rovers v 
Emerre & Hathaway United; NP 1, Grey Street Legal 
United v Farmers Air Falcons.

Bye: Gisborne Investments City.

Hockey
WOMEN, Round 1 — TOMORROW, 6.30pm: 

Paikea v Amber Dental Gisborne Girls’ High School 
(umpires Kowhai, Waituhi).

FRIDAY, 6pm: Waituhi v GMC Kowhai (Paikea, 
GGHS).

SATURDAY, 3.30pm: GMC Green v Ngatapa (Te 
Aowera, YMP).

5pm: Te Aowera v YMP (Green, Ngatapa).
Men, Full Round 1 — FRIDAY, 7.30pm: Waituhi 

v Lytton Old Boys Masters (YMP B, NZ Fruits).
SATURDAY, 12.30pm: Gisborne Boys’ High 

School v YMP A (Waituhi, LOB Masters).
2pm: YMP B v LOB NZ Fruits (GBHS, YMP A).
Year 5/6, seven-a-side — TODAY, 

3.30pm: Hain Farming Turf 1a, Central Strykers v 
Mangapapa Wizards; 1b, Mangapapa Dragons v 
Awapuni Strikers.

4pm: 1a, Nga Uri a Maui v Te Wharau Black 
Sticks;1b, Waikirikiri v Kaiti School.

4.30pm: 1a, Makaraka v Manutuke School 
Puhi-YMP; 1b, TKKM Whatatutu Warriors v TKKM 
Whatatutu Waingaromia.

5pm: 1a, Makauri Marvels v Wainui Whales; 1b, 
Rongomai v Sonrise Te Rongopai.

5.30pm: 1a, Tolaga Bay Uawa Maitai v Central 
Scorpions; 1b, St Mary’s Swift Sticks v Manutuke 
School Manu-YMP.

Intermediate — TUESDAY (June 22), 4pm: 
1a, Ilminster v GIS Pango; 1b, Wairoa College v 
Campion Rockets.

4.40pm: 1a, Campion Rifles v Sonrise 
Manaakitanga; 1b, Manutuke School YMP Tahi v GIS 
Kowhai.

5.20pm: 1a, GIS Kakariki v GIS Kiwikiwi; 1b, GIS 
Kahurangi v GIS Ma.

Secondary schools — MONDAY (June 21), 
4pm: Campion College Gold v Gisborne Girls’ High 
School 2 (Lytton High School, LHS).

5pm: TKKM o Whatatutu v Gisborne Boys’ High 
School Black (LHS, LHS).

6pm: Campion College Green v GBHS 2 (LHS, 
LHS).

Bye: Lytton High School.

DRAWS

FOOTBALL by Martin Moravec

BUDAPEST — Cristiano Ronaldo became 
the all-time top scorer at football’s European 
Championships after two goals in the final 
minutes helped titleholders Portugal beat 
Hungary 3-0 in their Group F opener.

Ronaldo now has 11 goals and takes sole 
possession of the record he previously shared 
with France’s Michel Platini on nine.

Portugal finally broke the deadlock in a game 
they dominated, thanks to Raphael Guerreiro six 
minutes from time just after Hungary had a goal 
ruled out for offside.

A Ronaldo penalty and a second effort added 
to the final score, which was harsh on Hungary, 
who worked hard in front of a packed Puskas 
Area in Budapest — the only stadium to be 
filled to capacity at the Euros in the wake of 

restrictions due to the coronavirus pandemic.
Portugal had no trouble controlling the first 

half but struggled to convert their chances into 
goals.

Diego Jota had a good early opportunity but 
his powerful header was saved by Hungary 
keeper Peter Gulacsi, who also managed to block 
an attempt by Ronaldo in the 19th minute when 
the Portuguese superstar was already offside.

Hungary threatened for the first time in the 
37th minute, when a header by Adam Szalai was 
held by Rui Patricio.

The second half started where the first left off, 
and Pepe forced Gulacsi to make another save 
right away. Hungary started to spend more time 
in the Portuguese half, but still without great 
danger.

Bruno Fernandes had his first shot in the 68th 
minute but Gulacsi was again superb to save.

The stadium exploded with celebrations when 
Szabolcs Schon hit the net for Hungary, but the 
cheers soon became boos as the goal was ruled 
out for offside.

It was Portugal’s cue to open the scoring as 
Guerreiro found his way through the Hungarian 
blockade and his shot ricocheted off several 
players and past Gulacsi.

Ronaldo then wrote his name in the record 
books with a goal from the spot after Willi Orban 
fouled Rafa Silva in the box. The Portuguese 
superstar then scored his 106th for Portugal and 
closed the gap to Iranian Ali Daei’s record (109) 
of the all-time men’s international top goalscorer.

“It was important to win; it was a difficult 
game,” Ronaldo said. 

“I’m grateful to the team for helping me to 
score two goals and be the Man of the Match. 
Now we must go on.”— DPA

Record for Ronaldo as ascendant Portugal triumph  

ON FORM: Ronaldo scores Portugal’s  
third goal to take the match from 
Hungary.   AP picture
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BOWLS by Crackerjack

DAYVINIA Mills and Karen Pinn 
are the inaugural winners of the 
Chisholm Optional Senior-Junior 
Pairs Tournament, which was held 
at Poverty Bay Bowling Club’s 
greens.

The tournament is named after 
Michael Chisholm, a bowler, coach 
and umpire who died in May last 
year, the day before his 80th 
birthday.

Bowls Gisborne-East Coast 
wanted a tournament to encourage 
more senior players to play 
alongside junior players (with up to 
eight years of bowls experience).

It was an idea that appealed to 
Michael Chisholm, who devoted a 
lot of time to helping new bowlers, 
and he arranged to have a set of 
his old wooden bowls mounted as 
a trophy. 

The product of that gift is the 
Michael Chisholm Trophy presented 

to the tournament winners.
A total of 32 teams took part in 

this new centre tournament.
Players were divided into two 

sections — the Poverty Bay 
Section of 16 teams, playing on the 
Saturday, and the Gisborne Section 
of 16 teams, playing on the Sunday.

Each team played three games of 
90 minutes, or 12 ends. 

Despite the rain and cold on the 
Saturday afternoon, Poverty Bay 
Section competitors produced some 
great bowls.

Steve Berezowski (Poverty Bay) 
and Peter Ferris (Gisborne) took 
first place with two wins and a 
draw for five points with a plus-12 
differential.

Second place went to Kevin 
Barrett and Alan Parker (Kahutia) 
with two wins and a draw for five 
points with a plus-9 differential.

Third place went to July Williams 
and Willy Murray (Te Karaka) with 
two wins for four points with a plus-

31 differential.
Gisborne Section competitors 

produced more great bowls on the 
Sunday.

Three teams had three wins 
so the top three placings were 
determined by differentials.

Mills and Pinn (Gisborne) played 
well together to win the section with 
three wins for six points with a plus-
25 differential.

In second place were husband 
and wife Steve and Kay Goldsbury 
(Tolaga Bay) with three wins for six 
points with a plus-22 differential, 
while fellow Tolaga Bay club 
members Mick Maunder and Holli 
Elkington finished third with three 
wins for six points with a plus-15 
differential.

Michael’s wife Fay Chisholm and 
daughter Teresa Fisher presented 
the Michael Chisholm Trophy to 
overall winners Mills and Pinn.

It was the 25th centre title for 
Mills and the first for Pinn.

Mills, Pinn win Michael Chisholm Trophy

INAUGURAL WINNERS: Michael Chisholm’s wife Fay (left) and 
daughter Teresa Fisher (right) with Michael Chisholm Trophy 
winners Dayvinia Mills (centre left) and Karen Pinn. Picture supplied

BOXING by Darren Walton, AAP

SYDNEY — Oblivious to Paul 
Gallen’s taunts, Justis Huni is 
threatening to expose the rugby 
league great as a boxing “fraud” 
on Wednesday night.

After more than a month 
of verbal warfare, the two 
undefeated combatants will finally 
go toe to toe for the Australian 
heavyweight title at Sydney’s 
International Convention Centre.

There is more than Huni’s belt 
on the line in what shapes as a 
bitter blockbuster.

Having conquered UFC legend 
Mark Hunt and one-time world 
heavyweight champion Lucas 
Browne in his past two fights, 
Gallen is adamant he can shatter 
Huni’s Olympic dream as well.

The 22-year-old is considered 
a gold medal contender in Tokyo 
and says he’s looking forward to 
seeing Gallen “on the canvas, 
face down” on Wednesday night.

But Gallen doubts Huni will 
cope on the biggest stage of 
his pro career, under the glare 
of pay-per-view for the first time 
and in front of several thousand 
fans at the Aware Super Theatre.

“Oh, that’s what he wants to 
do. That’s his plan but I don’t see 
that happening at all,” Gallen said 
of Huni’s KO prediction.

“He hasn’t dropped one similar 
opponent. Even in all of his 
amateur fights.

“People don’t think I know 
about this bloke. He’s had 
one stoppage since he was 
an amateur — one — in all his 
fights.

“He’s clearly not a puncher, 
clearly not a puncher, so I don’t 
see that happening.

“He can’t handle pressure, 
can’t handle the expectation. I’m 
going to apply pressure to him in 
the fight and expose him.

“I told you from the start, he’s 
an unbelievable fighter, skilful, 
fast. He’s got everything. But 
there’s a chink in that armour.

“In the past, he’s been in 
no-show. He was a no-show (on 
Monday night on NRL 360).

“I’ve found a little chink, he 
doesn’t like the pressure and I’ve 
got to try and expose it.”

All this after Gallen on Monday 
vowed to break Huni’s jaw, his 

face, his arm — “whatever it 
takes” — to ensure he doesn’t 
even make it to Tokyo.

Huni insists he’s unfazed, 
barely even listening to Gallen’s 
trash talking.

“If he says all that stuff and 
then can’t back it up, he’s a 
fraud,” Huni said.

“He can say what he wants to 
say. They’ve all said something 
about my (supposed lack of) 

power, but they haven’t been 
able to beat me.

“What good is power if you 
can’t land your shots?

“He might have more power 
than me, but he’s not fought 
anyone with footwork. What good 
is power if you can’t land it?”

Huni does accept, however, 
squaring off with Gallen a month 
before heading to the Olympics is 
a gamble.

“There’s always a risk getting 
into the ring, but that’s what we 
do all the training for, to make it 
less of a risk,” he said.

“I’m going to try to cop the 
least damage I can . . . stay long, 
box well, keep him at the end of 
my punches.

“Obviously, he’s going to try to 
apply that pressure, but I think 
that’s going to work against 
him.”

Gallen seeks ‘chink in the armour’

CLOSE UP: Heavyweight boxer and former NRL player Paul Gallen (left) faces Justis Huni at their weigh-in, ahead of their Termination Day 
Showdown bout in Sydney.   AAP picture

THREE players with links to Poverty 
Bay or the East Coast have been named 
in the Maori All Blacks squad announced 
today.

Hurricanes and Hawke’s Bay lock 
Isaia Walker-Leawere (Ngati Porou) 
played for the Gisborne Boys’ High 
School First XV and won a world title 
with New Zealand u20 in 2017.  

The following year he became the 

youngest player to join the Hurricanes 
squad at just 19.

Crusader loose forward  
Whetukamokamo Douglas (Ngati 
Porou, Te Arawa and Ngati Whakaue), 
is named after Ngati Porou chief,Te 
Whetukamokamo, who was killed 
around 1823 in battle with a Nga Puhi 
force near Te Araroa.

The current Canterbury provincial 

player has previously played for Waikato 
and Italian club Benetton.

Chiefs winger Sea Wainui (Ngai 
Tuhoe, Nga Arikikaiputahi, Ngati Porou) 
was born at Whatututu but moved on to 
captain the Takapuna Grammar First 
XV. He won a u20 world title in 2015.

Wainui, previously a Taranaki 
provincial player, will appear for Bay of 
Plenty in the Bunnings NPC premier 

division this season.
Last week in a SuperRugby Trans-

Tasman match against New South 
Wales, Wainui became the first Chief to 
score five tries in a match.

All three have previously appeared 
for the Maori All Blacks, who will play 
Manu Samoa at Wellington on June 
26 and in Auckland a week later at Mt 
Smart.

Three from East Coast to play for Maori All Blacks
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Whangara and YMP to 
play in clash of titans

NETBALL by Murray Robertson

THE game of the season to date looms in 
premier-grade netball at the YMCA tonight and 
the curtain-raiser should be a cracking match 
too.

Claydens Waikohu (1) and F45 High School 
Old Girls get the ball rolling at 6pm. 

“It was a close win to Waikohu last time these 
teams met,” netball commentator Sherrill Beale 
said.

“However, Waikohu have been struggling to 
regain their links recently and to recapture the 
speedy play they were displaying in Round 1.

“On the other hand, High School Old Girls 
have shown improvement since the last time 
they played each other.

“They are back to their good understanding 
between players and they have been moving the 
ball well.”

At the moment, HSOG share the top spot with 
YMP Sunshine Brewery, while Waikohu (1) have 
dropped to fourth, so both teams have a lot to 
play for.

“I think this will be another competitive game.”
The match at 7.30pm has “classic” written all 

over it.
Any time that Whangara Old Girls (1) and 

YMP Sunshine Brewery take the court together 
the action gets fast and furious.

“It was a win to YMP in a low-scoring game 
last time these teams met,” Beale said.

“The dominant display from them last weekend 
would suggest they are in fine form for another 
win.

“Last time the player match-ups caused the 
ball to go up and down the court before goals 
were scored, but both teams will have a plan in 
place to counteract that tonight.”

Beale said YMP were impressive against 
Waikohu last Saturday, with every player doing 
their part in the win.

“However, do not underestimate Whangara, as 
they also know how to work together as a team 
on attack and defence.

“This sets us up for a competitive game 
and it is certain that both teams will be well 
supported.”

ALL IN A TANGLE: YMP wing defence Sydney Rore (right) gets tangled up with Atlee Wainohu, of 
Waikohu, in premier-grade netball at the YMCA last Saturday. YMP play Whangara Old Girls at the YMCA 
tonight and Waikohu play High School Old Girls in the curtain-raiser.                  Picture by Paul Rickard
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WORLD TOMORROW
Adelaide showers 11 16
Amsterdam thunder 18 31
Bangkok thunder 25 32
Beijing fine 20 32
Berlin fine 16 34
Brisbane showers 15 24
Buenos Aires cloudy 6 12
Cairo fine 19 35
Canberra fine 2 11
Cape Town drizzle 13 18
Delhi drizzle 27 36
Frankfurt fine 18 35
Geneva thunder 17 30
Hong Kong fine 29 33
London rain 15 20
Los Angeles fine 20 33
Melbourne showers 7 15
Moscow fine 12 24
New York fine 16 27
Paris thunder 22 31
Perth fine 6 19
Singapore thunder 25 33
Stockholm fine 15 25
Suva showers 22 28
Sydney fine 10 18
Tokyo cloudy 19 24
Toronto fine 9 26
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Cloudy with scattered rain. 
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due to snowfalls and ice.
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NZ TOMORROW
Auckland showers 16
Hamilton showers 15
Tauranga fi ne 17
Rotorua fi ne 14
Taupo showers 13
Napier fi ne 19
New Plymouth showers 16
Palmerston North showers 15
Wellington showers 13
Christchurch showers 10
Queenstown showers 9
Dunedin showers 10
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A complex low approaches 

from the west on Friday and 

Saturday, then moves onto 

the North Island late Sunday, 

bringing a strong easterly 

flow to central New Zealand.
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YMP and 
Waikohu in 
premier-grade 
action at the 
YMCA this 
evening

Murray makes 
winning return 
to grass 
courts at 
Queen’s Club 
tournament
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TRIATHLON by Jack Malcolm

TAYLER Reid has finished third in the 
2021 Oceania Triathlon Championships and 
Cup at Port Douglas, Queensland, at the 
weekend.

He was the highest-placed New Zealand 
athlete in the Australian event, finishing 14 
seconds behind the winner, Luke Willian.

It was the best run he’d ever had off the 
bike; he said his 30-minute-47-second time 
for the 10 kilometres was between one and 
two minutes faster than his previous best.

“I’m taking heaps of confidence out of that 
. . . I’m really happy with how things are 
tracking at this stage.”

Reid exited the water in third place and 
tried to build an advantage in the lead group 
on the bike, but they were caught by the 
peloton on the second of eight laps.

From there, the stage was set for a 10km 
running race, with a large group of athletes 
all entering the final transition at the same 
time.

The two leading Australians started 
strongly in the final leg of the race and Reid 
wasn’t able to keep up with their initial pace. 
Instead he battled fourth-placed Brandon 
Copeland for the whole of the run. 

“Coming down to the sprint finish, I waited 
for him to make the first move, then pulled 
up beside him and went for it in the final 
50m to the finish. 

“I spent the next five to 10 minutes 
throwing up due to the effort.”

Reid said he was “really happy” with how 
things were tracking in the lead-up to the 
Olympics.

Four weeks from the Games start, no 
announcement has been made about the 
status of the triathlon team.

Sam Ward contested Reid’s selection when 
the team members were announced in March.

Ward is ranked higher than Reid on both 
the Olympic qualifying (19th and 53rd 
respectively) and world ranking standings 
(34th and 46th), but Reid has more 
experience in the team relay. 

The question for selectors is whether they 
want an athlete who is higher ranked for the 
individual discipline, or someone who has 
more experience in a supporting role for New 
Zealand No.1 Hayden Wilde.

According to The New Zealand Herald, 
Triathlon NZ feel the best chance of a medal 
will come in the relay, and it is understood 
they have picked a team with that in mind.

TRIATHLON by Jack MalcolmTRIATHLON by Jack Malcolm

Reid on 
podium at 

Oceania 
Champs

TAYLER REID 
competes in 

the Blue Lake 
Multisport Festival, 

a two-day, three-
race event that 

— in January this 
year — he won for 

the third time.
Picture by 

Hamish Collie


